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CISV song

In a world we did not know
Sharing all they have to give
Learning how to love and live
In our hands the future lies
Seize the moment there it flies

Here in this village you may see
Children living happily
Different race and different land
Here we come to understand
One anothers point of view
Learning through the things we do
How alike am I to you

Stamp the present with an act
Dare to make our dream a fact
The first version in 1951 went like this:
Here in this village you may see
children living happily.
French, Norwegian, Swede and Dane,
British, German, American,
Mexican and Austrian too,1
learning through the things we do,
how alike am I to you.

Here we live and eat and sleep
Talk and laugh and sometimes weep
Here we share our hopes and fears
Build a bridge across the years
Sow a seed and plant a tree
Beneath whose branches there may be
All the nations gathered free
That our children so may grow
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All my loving
The Beatles

Close your eyes and I’ll kiss you
tomorrow I’ll miss you,
remember I’ll always be true.
And then while I’m away I’ll write home
every day,
and I’ll send all my loving to you.

and I’ll send all my loving to you.
Chorus:
All my loving - I will send to you
all my loving, darling, I’ll be true./
Close your eyes and I’ll kiss you,
tomorrow I’ll miss you,
remember I’ll always be true
And then while I’m away I’ll write home
every day,
and I’ll send all my loving to you.

I’ll pretend that I’m kissing
the lips I am missing
and hope that my dreams will come true.
And then while I’m away I’ll write home
every day,

· Repeat the chorus ·

1 These nations took part in the first camp in 1951.
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Blowing in the wind

before the’re allowed to be free?
How many times can a man turn his
head, and pretend that he just doesn’t
see?

Bob Dylan
How many roads must a man walk down
before you call him a man?
How many seas must a white dove sail
before she sleeps in the sand?
How many times must the cannonballs
fly before they are forever banned?

· Repeat the chorus ·

How many times must a man look up
before he can see the sky?
How many ears must one man have
Chorus:
before he can hear people cry?
The answer, my friend, is blowing in the
How many deaths will it take ’till he
wind,
knows that too many people have died?
The answer is blowing in the wind./
· Repeat the chorus ·
How many years can a mountain exist
· Repeat the chorus ·
before it is washed to the sea?
How many years can some people exist
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Father and son

From the moment I could talk, I was
ordered to listen
now there’s a way and I know that I have
to go away. I know I have to go

Cat Stevens

Father
It’s not time to make a change, just relax,
· Instrumental interlude ·
take it easy
you’re still young, that’s your fault,
Father
there’s so much you have to know
It’s not time to make a change, just relax,
Find a girl, settle down, if you want, you
take it slowly
can marry
you’re still young, that’s your fault,
Look at me, I am old, but I’m happy
there’s so much you have to go through
I was once like you are now, and I know
Find a girl, settle down, if you want, you
that’s it’s not easy
can marry
to be calm when you’ve found something Look at me, I am old, but I’m happy
going on
Son
But take your time, think a lot, think of
everything you’ve got All the times that I’ve tried keeping all
the things I knew inside
for you will still be here tomorrow, but
It’s
hard
but
it’s
harder
to ignore it
your dreams may not
If they were right, I’d agree, but it’s them
Son
they know not me
How can I try to explain, when I do he
now there’s a way and I know that I have
turns away again
to go away. I know I have to go
It’s always been the same, same old story.
2
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Bomfiara

Bomfiara, bomfiara, bomfiara, ah-ah
I love the village, I love the people here
I love the feeling, I love the atmosphere

Bomfiara, bomfiara, bomfiara, ah-ah
Bomfiara, bomfiara, bomfiara, ah-ah
I love the mountains, I love the rolling
I live to A love, I love to live for all these
hills
beautiful things
I love the flowers, I love the daffodils
I live to love, I love to live for all these
beautiful things

Fiara, bomfiara, bomfiara, bomfiara,
ah-ah
Bomfiara, bomfiara, bomfiara, ah-ah

Fiara, bomfiara, bomfiara, bomfiara,
ah-ah
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Good riddance

So take the photographs and still frames
in your mind
Hang it on a shelf and in good health and
· Instrumental interlude ·
good time
Tattoos and memories and dead skin on
Another turning point a fork stuck in the
trial
road, For what it’s worth it was worth all the
Time grabs you by the wrist, directs you
while
where to go
· Repeat the chorus ·
So make the best of this test and don’t
ask why
· Instrumental interlude ·
It’s not a question but a lesson learned in
time
· Repeat the chorus ·
Green day

· Instrumental interlude ·

Chorus:
It’s something unpredictable but in the
end that’s right
I hope you had the time of your life./

· Repeat the chorus ·
· Instrumental interlude ·

· Instrumental interlude ·
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Hallelujah

the minor fall, the major lift
The baffled king composing hallelujah

Leonard Cohen
I heard there was a secret chord
that David played and it pleased the

Chorus:
Hallelujah, Hallelujah,
Lord Hallelujah, Hallelujah/
But you don’t really care for music do ya
Your faith was strong but you needed

It goes like this the fourth the fifth
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proof
You saw her bathing on the roof
Her beauty and the moonlight overthrew
ya
She tied you to a kitchen chair
She broke your throne, and she cut your
hair
And from your lips she drew the
Hallelujah

Was how to shoot at someone who
outdrew you
Its not the cry that you hear at night
It’s not someone who’s seen the light
It’s a cold and it’s a broken hallelujah
· Repeat the chorus ·
You say I took the name in vain
But I don’t even know the name
But if I did, well really, what’s it to ya?
There’s a blaze of light in every word
It doesn’t matter which you heard
The holy or the broken Hallelujah

· Repeat the chorus ·
Maybe I’ve been here before
I know this room I’ve walked this floor
I used to live alone before I knew you
I’ve seen your flag on the marble arch
But Love is not a victory march
It’s a cold and it’s a broken hallelujah

· Repeat the chorus ·
I did my best, it wasn’t much
I couldn’t feel, so I tried to touch
I’ve told the truth, I didn’t come to fool

· Repeat the chorus ·

ya
And even though it all went wrong
I’ll stand before the Lord of Song
With nothing on my tongue but
Hallelujah

There was a time you let me know
What’s real and going on below
But now you never show it to me do you?
I remember when I moved in you
The holy dark was moving too
And every breath we drew was hallelujah

· Repeat the chorus ·

· Repeat the chorus ·

· Repeat the chorus ·

Maybe there’s a God above
But all I ever learned from love
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Heal the world

If you care enough for the living
Make a little space
Make a better place

Michael Jackson
There’s a place in your heart
And I know that it is love
And this place could be much
Brighter than tomorrow
And if you really try
You’ll find there’s no need to cry
In this place you’ll feel
There’s no hurt or sorrow
There are ways to get there

Chorus:
Heal the world
Make it a better place
For you and for me
And the entire human race
There are people dying
If you care enough for the living
Make a better place for you and for me/
4

· Instrumental interlude ·

Though it’s plain to see
This world is heavenly
Be God’s glow

If you want to know why
There’s a love that cannot lie
Love is strong it only cares for joyful
giving
If we try we shall see
In this bliss we cannot feel
Fear or dread we stop existing
And start living

We could fly so high
Let our spirits never die
In my heart I feel you are all my brothers
Create a world with no fear
Together we cry happy tears
See the nations turn their swords
Into plowshares

Then it feels that always
Love’s enough for us growing
So make a better world
Make a better world

Then it feels that always
Love’s enough for us growing
So make a better world
Make a better world
· Repeat the chorus ·

· Repeat the chorus ·
And the dream we were conceived in
Will reveal a joyful face
And the world we once believed in
Will shine again in grace
Then why do we keep strangling life
Wound this earth crucify this soul
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· Repeat the chorus ·
You and for me
You and for me. . .

Here comes the sun

Little darling, it seems like years since
it’s been here

The Beatles
Chorus:
Here comes the sun,
Here comes the sun, and I say
It’s all right/

· Repeat the chorus ·
Sun, Sun, Sun, Here it comes (4 ×)

Little darling, I feel that ice is slowly
Little darling, it’s been a long, cold,
melting
lonely winter
Little darling, it seems like years since
Little darling, it seems like years since
it’s been clear
it’s been here
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·
Little darling, the smiles returning to the
faces
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Hey Jude

Hey, Jude, don’t let me down,
You have found her, now go and get her.
Remember to let her into your heart,
Then you can start to make it better.

The Beatles
Chorus:
Hey, Jude, don’t make it bad,
Take a sad song and make it better.
Remember to let her into your heart,
Then you can start to make it better./

So let it out and let it in, hey Jude,
begin
Your waiting for someone to perform
with
And don’t you know that its just you,
hey Jude, you’ll do
The movement you need is on your
shoulder.
Da da da da da da da da da.

Hey, Jude, don’t be afraid,
You were made to go out and get her.
The minute you let her under your skin,
Then you begin to make it better.
And anytime you feel the pain, hey,
Jude, refrain,
Don’t carry the world upon your
shoulders.
For now you know that it’s a fool who
plays it cool
By making his world a little colder.
Da da da da da da da da da.
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Hey there Delilah
Plain White T’s
· Instrumental interlude ·

Hey there Delilah,
What’s it like in New York City?
I’m a thousand miles away,
But girl, tonight you look so pretty,
Yes you do,
Time Square can’t shine as bright as you,
I swear it’s true.
Hey there Delilah,
Don’t you worry about the distance,

· Repeat the chorus ·
Better, better, better, better, better, oh.
Da da da da-da-da-da, da-da-da-da, hey
Jude (8 ×)

Chorus:
Oh it’s what you do to me,
Oh it’s what you do to me,
Oh it’s what you do to me,
Oh it’s what you do to me./
What you do to me,
What you do to me.
Hey there Delilah,
I know times are getting hard,
But just believe me girl some day,
I’ll pay the bills with this guitar,
We’ll have it good,
We’ll have the life we knew we would,
My word is good.
Hey there Delilah,
I’ve got so much left to say,
If every simple song I wrote to you,
Would take your breath away,
I’d write it all,

I’m right there if you get lonely,
Give this song another listen,
Close your eyes,
Listen to my voice it’s my disguise,
I’m by your side.
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Even more in love with me you’d fall,
We’d have it all.

Hey there Delilah you be good,
And don’t you miss me,
Two more years and you’ll be done with
school,
And I’ll be making history,
Like I do,
You’ll know it’s all because of you,
We can do whatever we want to,
Hey there Delilah here’s to you,
This one’s for you.

· Repeat the chorus ·

A thousand miles seems pretty far,
But they’ve got planes and trains and
cars,
I’d walk to you if I had no other way
Our friends would all make fun of us,
And we’ll just laugh along because,
We know that none of them have felt this
way,
Delilah I can promise you,
That by the time that we get through,
The world will never ever be the same,
Ohhhh
And you’re to blame.
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Ho Hey

· Repeat the chorus ·

I belong with you, you belong with me
You’re my sweet/

The Lumineers
Ho Hey Ho Hey

Ho Hey Ho Hey

(Ho) I’ve been trying to do it right
(Hey) I’ve been living a lonely life
(Ho) I’ve been sleeping here instead
(Hey) I’ve been sleeping in my bed
(Ho) Sleepin’ in my bed

(Ho) I don’t think you’re right for him
(Hey) Think of what it might’ve been if
you
(Ho) Took a bus to Chinatown
(Hey) I’d be standing on Canal
(Ho) . . . and Bowery (Hey)
(Ho) She’d be standing next to me
Hey–two, three

Hey Ho

(Ho) So show me family
(Hey) All the blood that I will bleed
· Repeat the chorus ·
(Ho) I don’t know where I belong
(Hey) I don’t know where I went wrong
And love. . . we need it now
(Ho) But I can write a song Hey–two,
Let’s hope. . . for some
three Cuz oh. . . we’re bleeding out
Chorus:
· Repeat the chorus ·
I belong with you, you belong with me
You’re my sweet-heart
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Hotel California

So I called up the captain, “Please bring
me my wine”, He said
“We haven’t had that spirit here since
nineteen sixty-nine”
And still those voices are calling from far
away
Wake you up in the middle of the night,
just to hear them say:

The Eagles (Felder, Henley & Frey)
On a dark desert highway, cool wind in
my hair
Warm smell of colitas, rising through the
air
Up ahead in the distance, I saw a
shimering light
My head grew heavy and my sight grew
dim, I had to stop for the night

“Welcome to the Hotel California
Such a lovely place (such a lovely place),
such a lovely face
They livin’ it up at the Hotel California
What a nice surprise (what a nice
surprise), bring your alibis”

There she stood in the doorway, I heard
the mission bell
And I was thinking to myself: this could
be heaven or this could be hell
Then she lit up a candle and she showed
Mirrors on the ceiling, the pink
me the way
champagne on ice, and she said
There were voices down the corridor; I
“We are all just prisoners here, of our
thought I heard them say:
own device”
And in the master’s chambers, they
Chorus:
gathered for the feast
“Welcome to the Hotel California
They stab it with their steely knives but
Such a lovely place (such a lovely place),
they just can’t kill the beast
such a lovely face
Plenty of room at the Hotel California
Last thing I remember, I was running for
Any time of year (any time of year), you
the door
can find it here”/ I had to find the passage back to the
place I was before
Her mind is Tiffany twisted, she got the
Mercedes Benz “Relax,” said the night man, “We are
programmed to receive
She got a lot of pretty, pretty boys, that
she calls friends You can check out any time you like, but
you can never leave”
How they dance in the courtyard, sweet
summer sweat
· Repeat the chorus ·
Some dance to remember, some dance to
forget
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I don’t want to miss a
thing

15

I’m yours

Lyin close to you feeling your heart
beating
and I’m wonderin what you’re dreaming
Aerosmith
wonderin if it’s me you’re seein
Then I kiss your eyes and thank God
we’re together
I could stay awake just to hear you
I
just
want
to
stay
with
you
in this
breathing
moment
forever
Watch you smile while you are sleeping
While you’re far away dreaming
forever and ever
I could spend my life in this sweet
· Repeat the chorus ·
surrender
I could stay lost in this moment forever
I don’t want to miss one smile
Every moment spent with you is a
moment I treasure I don’t want to miss one kiss
I just want to be with you right here with
you just like this
Chorus:
I just want to hold you close
I don’t want to close my eyes
feel your heart so close to mine
I don’t want to fall asleep ’cause I’d miss
and just stay here in this moment for all
you baby
the rest of time
and I don’t want to miss a thing
’cause even when I dream of you
yeah, yeah, yeah. . .
the sweetest dream will never do I’d still
· Repeat the chorus ·
miss you baby
and I don’t want to miss a thing/

Chorus:
But I won’t hesitate
No more, no more
Well you done done me and you bet I felt It cannot wait; I’m yours/
it,
Well, open up your mind and see like
I tried to be chill but you’re so hot that I
me,
melted,
Open
up
your
plans
and
damn
you’re
I fell right through the cracks,
free.
And now I’m tryin to get back...
Look into your heart and you’ll find love,
Before the cool done run out, I’ll be givin
love, love, love.
it my bestest Listen to the music of the moment,
and Nothin’s gonna stop me but divine
people dance and sing,
intervention we’re just one big family
I reckon it’s again my turn,
And it’s our god-forsaken right to be
To Win some or learn some....
loved, loved, loved, loved, loved.
Jason Mraz
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Chorus:
So I won’t hesitate
No more, no more
It cannot wait,
I’m sure/
There’s no need to complicate
Our time is short
This is our fate,
I’m yours

To rid yourself of vanities and just go
with the seasons.
It’s what we aim to do.
Our name is our virtue.

Chorus:
But I won’t hesitate
No more, No more
It cannot wait; I’m yours/

Doo do do doo doo do, doo do doo do
doo do
Well, open up your mind and see like
Do you want to come on, scooch on over
me,
closer, dear
Open
up
your
plans
and
damn
you’re
And I will nibble your ear
free.
· Instrumental interlude ·
Look into your heart and you’ll find that
the sky is yours.
I’ve been spending way too long
checking my tongue in the mirror So please don’t, please don’t, please
don’t. . .
And bending over backwards just to try
to see it clearer There’s no need to complicate.
‘Cause our time is short.
But my breath fogged up the glass
And so I drew a new face and I laughed.
This oh, this oh, this is our fate.
I’m yours
I guess what I’ll be saying is there ain’t
no better reason
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Imagine
The Beatles

Imagine there’s no heaven
It’s easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us only sky
Imagine all the people
Living for today AH
Imagine there’s no countries
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace

But I’m not the only one
I hope some day you’ll join us
and the world will be as one
Imagine no possessions
I wonder if you can
No need for greed or hunger
A brother hood of man
Imagine all the people
Sharing all the World
You may say I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope some day you’ll join us
and the world will live as one

You may say I’m a dreamer
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Let it be
The Beatles

When I find myself in times of trouble,
Mother Mary comes to me,
Speaking words of wisdom, let it be.
And in my hour of darkness,
She is standing right in front of me,
Speaking words of wisdom, let it be.
Chorus:
Let it be, let it be, let it be, let it be.
Whisper words of wisdom, let it be./
And when the broken hearted people
Living in the world agree,
There will be no answer, let it be.
For though they may be parted,
There is still a chance that they will see,
There will be an answer, let it be.
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Leaving on a jetplane
John Denver

All my bags are packed, I’m ready to go
I’m standing here outside your door
I hate to wake you up to say goodbye
but the dawn is breaking, its early morn’
the taxi is waiting, he’s blowin’ his horn.
Already I’m so lonesome I could die.
Chorus:
So kiss me and smile for me.
Tell me that you’ll wait for me.
Hold me like you’ll never let me go.
‘Cause I’m leavin’ on a jetplane,
don’t know when I’ll be back again
oh, babe I hate to go./

Let it be, let it be, let it be, let it be.
Yeah, there will be an answer, let it be.
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·
And when the night is cloudy,
There is still a light that shines on me,
Shine until tomorrow, let it be.
I wake up to the sound of music,
Mother Mary comes to me,
Speaking words of wisdom, let it be.
Let it be, let it be, let it be, let it be.
Oh, there will be an answer, let it be.
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·

I tell you now they don’t mean a thing.
Ev’ry place I go I’ll think of you,
Ev’ry song I sing I’ll sing for you.
When I come back I’ll wear your
wedding ring.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Now the time has come to leave you,
one more time let me kiss you,
Then close your eyes, and I’ll be on my
way.
dream about the days to come,
When I won’t have to leave alone,
About the times I won’t have to say.
· Repeat the chorus ·

There’s so many times I’ve let you down;
So many times I’ve played around,
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Lingering

Mmm, mmm and I’ll remember
Mmm, mmm my camping days of
friendship true

· Instrumental interlude ·

· Instrumental interlude ·

Mmm, mmm I want to linger
Mmm, mmm a little longer
Mmm , mmm a little longer here with
you
· Instrumental interlude ·
Mmm, mmm It’s such a perfect night,
Mmm, mmm it doesn’t seem quit right,
Mmm, mmm that it should be my last
with you
· Instrumental interlude ·

Mmm, mmm and as the years go by
Mmm, mmm I’ll think off you and sigh
Mmm, mmm it’s just goodnight and not
good-bye
· Instrumental interlude ·
Mmm, mmm I want to linger
Mmm, mmm a little longer
Mmm , mmm a little longer here with
you

Mmm, mmm and comes September
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Save tonight
Eagle-Eye Cherry
· Instrumental interlude ·

Go on and close tha curtains
cause all we need is candlelight
You and me and a bottle of wine
Gonna to hold you tonight ayeah
Well we know im going away
and how I wish I wish it weren’t so
So take this wine an drink with me
Let’s delay our misery
Chorus:
Save tonight and fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow, tomorrow I’ll be gone
Save tonight and fight the break of dawn
Come tomorrow, tomorrow I’ll be gone/

There’s a log on the fire
and it burns like me for you
Tomorrow comes with one desire
To take me away, it’s true
It ain’t easy to say goodbye
darling please don’t start to cry
Cause girl you know I got to go oh
And lord I wish it wasn’t so
· Repeat the chorus ·
Tomorrow comes to take me away
I wish that I that I could stay
Girl you know I got to go oh
An lord I wish it wasn’t so
· Repeat the chorus ·
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Stand by me
The Temptations
· Instrumental interlude ·

When the night has come, and the land is
dark
and the moon is the only light we’ll see
No I won’t, be afraid, ohhh I won’t be
afraid
just as long, as you stand, stand by me
Chorus:
So darlin’ darlin’ stand by me, oh oh
stand by me
Oh stand, stand by me, stand by me/
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Tears in heaven
Eric Clapton
· Instrumental interlude ·

Chorus:
Would you know my name
if I saw you in Heaven
Would it be the same
if I saw you in Heaven
I must be strong
and carry on
‘Cause I know I don’t belong
here in heaven/
Would you hold my hand
if I saw you in Heaven
Would you help me stand
if I saw you in Heaven

If the sky we look upon, should tumble
and fall
Or the mountains, should crumble, to the
sea
I won’t cry, I won’t cry, no I won’t shed a
tear
Just as long, as you stand, stand by me
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Instrumental interlude ·
· Repeat the chorus ·
When ever you’re in trouble won’t you
stand by me,
ohhh stand by me
oh stand, stand by me, stand by me

I’ll find my way
through night and day
‘Cause I know I just can’t stay
here in heaven
Time can bring you down,
time can bend your knees
Time can break your heart
have you beggin please
beggin please
Beyond the door
there’s peace for sure
And I know there’ll be no more
tears in heaven
· Repeat the chorus ·
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We are young
Fun

Give me a second I
I need to get my story straight
My friends are in the bathroom
getting higher than the empire state
my lover she’s waiting for me
just across the bar
My seat’s been taken by some sunglasses
asking ‘bout a scar
and I know I gave it to you months ago
I know you’re trying to forget
but between the drinks and subtle things
the holes in my apologies
you know I’m trying hard to take it back
so if by the time the bar closes
and you feel like falling down
I’ll carry you home
Chorus:
Tonight
We are young
So let’s set the world on fire
We can burn brighter
than the sun/
· Repeat the chorus ·
Now I know that I’m not
all that you got
I guess that I
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What a wonderful
world
Louis Armstrong

I see trees of green,
red roses too
I see them bloom
for me and you
And I think to myself

I just thought
maybe we could find a ways to fall apart
But are friends in back
So let’s raise a cup
‘Cause I found someone to carry me
home
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·
Carry me home tonight
Just carry me home tonight
Carry me home tonight
Just carry me home tonight
The world is on my side
I have no reason to run
So will someone come and carry me
home
The angels never arrived,
But I can hear the choir
so will someone come and carry me
home. . .
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·
So if by the time the bar closes
and you feel like falling down
I’ll carry you home

what a wonderful world
I see skies of blue and clouds of white
The bright blessed day,
the dark sacred night
And I think to myself
what a wonderful world
The colours of the rainbow,
so pretty in the sky
14

Are also on the faces
of people goin’ by
I see friends shakin’ hands,
sayin’ "How do you do!"
They’re really sayin’
I love you
I hear babies cry,
I watch them grow
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They’ll learn so much more
than I’ll ever know
And I think to myself
what a wonderful world
Yes I think to myself
what a wonderful world.

Wonderwall
Oasis
· Instrumental interlude ·

Today is gonna be the day
That they’re gonna throw it back to you,
By now you should of somehow
Realised what you gotta do.
I don’t believe that anybody feels the way
I do
About you now.

Chorus:
Because maybe,
You’re gonna be the one that saves me,
And after all,
You’re my wonderwall./
Today was gonna be the day,
But they’ll never throw it back at you,
By now you should have somehow
Realised what you’ve gotta do.
I don’t believe that anybody feels the way
I do
About you now.

Back beat, the word is on the street
That the fire in your heart is out,
And all the roads we have to walk are
I’m sure you’ve heard it all before,
winding,
But you never really had a doubt.
I don’t believe that anybody feels the way And all the lights that lead us there are
blinding,
I do
There are many things that I would like
About you now.
to say to you
And all the roads we have to walk are
But I don’t know how.
winding,
· Repeat the chorus ·
And all the lights that lead us there are
blinding,
· Repeat the chorus ·
There are many things that I would like
to say to you
· Instrumental interlude ·
But I don’t know how.
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Yellow submarine
The Beatles

In the town where I was born
Lived a man who sailed the sea.
And he told us of his life
In the land of submarines.
So we sailed up to the sun
Till we found the sea of green,
And we lived beneath the waves
In our yellow submarine.

We all live in a yellow submarine,
Yellow submarine, yellow submarine./
And our friends are all on board,
Many more of them live next door,
And the band begins to play:
· Repeat the chorus ·
As we live a life of ease,
Every one of us has all we need.
Sky of blue and sea of green
In our yellow submarine.

Chorus:
We all live in a yellow submarine,
Yellow submarine, yellow submarine.
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Yesterday
Paul McCartney

· Repeat the chorus ·

I said something wrong,
Now I long for yesterday./

Yesterday, love was such an easy game to
Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far
play,
away,
Now I need a place to hide away,
Now it looks as though they’re here to
stay, Oh, I believe in yesterday.
Oh, I believe in yesterday.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Suddenly, I’m not half the man I used to
be, Yesterday, love was such an easy game to
play,
There’s a shadow hanging over me,
Now I need a place to hide away,
Oh, yesterday came suddenly.
Oh, I believe in yesterday.
Chorus:
Mmm, mm, mm, mm, mm mm.
Why she had to go,
I don’t know, she wouldn’t say.
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You’ve got a friend
Carol King

When you’re down and troubled
and you need some lovin’ care
And nothing, nothing is going right
Close your eyes and think of me

and soon I will be there
To brighten up even your darkest nights
Chorus:
You just call out my name,
and you know, wherever I am,
I come running to see you again
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Winter spring summer or fall
all you got to do is call
And I’ll be there, yes I will
You’ve got a friend/

knocking at your door
· Repeat the chorus ·
Now ain’t it good to know
that you’ve got a friend
When people can be so cold
The’ll hurt you, yes and desert you
and take your soul if you let them
But don’t you let them
· Repeat the chorus ·

If the sky above you
grows dark and full of clouds,
and that old north wind
begins to blow
Keep your head together,
and call my name out loud
Soon you’ll hear me
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A whole new world

Unbelievable sights
Indescribable feeling
Soaring, tumbling, freewheeling
Through an endless diamond sky

Allen Menken & Tim Rice

· Instrumental interlude ·
Chorus:
A whole new world (Don’t you dare close
your eyes)
A hundred thousand things to see (Hold
your breath - it gets better)
I’m like a shooting star
I’ve come so far
I can’t go back to where I used to be

I can show you the world
Shining, shimmering, splendid
Tell me, princess, now when did
You last let your heart decide?
I can open your eyes
Take you wonder by wonder
Over, sideways and under
On a magic carpet ride

A whole new world (Every turn a
surprise)
With new horizons to pursue (Every
moment red-letter)
I’ll chase them anywhere
There’s time to spare
Let me share this whole new world with
you

Chorus:
A whole new world
A new fantastic point of view
No one to tell us no
Or where to go
Or say we’re only dreaming
A whole new world
A dazzling place I never knew
But when I’m way up here
It’s crystal clear
That now I’m in a whole new world with
you
Now I’m in a whole new world with you

A whole new world
That’s where we’ll be
A thrilling chase
A wonderous place
For you and me
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My sunshine

when skies are grey.
You’ll never know dear,
how much I love you.
So please don’t take
my sunshine away.

Johnny Cash
You are my sunshine,
my only sunshine.
You make me happy,
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Let it go

Turn away and slam the door
I don’t care what they’re going to say
Let the storm rage on, the cold never
bothered me anyway/

Kristen Anderson-Lopez & Robert Lopez

· Instrumental interlude ·
The snow glows white on the mountain
tonight
Not a footprint to be seen
A kingdom of isolation
And it looks like I’m the queen
The wind is howling like this swirling
storm inside
Couldn’t keep it in; Heaven knows I’ve
tried

It’s time to see what I can do
To test the limits and break through
No right, no wrong, no rules for me, I’m
free
· Repeat the chorus ·
My power flurries through the air into
the ground
My soul is spiraling in frozen fractals all
around
And one thought crystalizes like an icy
blast I’m never going back
The past is in the past

Don’t let them in, don’t let them see
Be the good girl you always have to be
Conceal, don’t feel, don’t let them know
Well now they know
Chorus:
Let it go, let it go
Can’t hold it back anymore
Let it go, let it go
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It’s funny how some distance
Makes everything seem small
And the fears that once controlled me
Can’t get to me at all

· Repeat the chorus ·

I believe I can fly

I’m leaning on the everlasting arms.

R. Kelly
I used to think that I could not, go on,
and life was nothing but an awful song.
But now I know the meaning of, true
love.

If I can see it,
then I can do it.
If I just believe it,
there’s nothing to it.
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Chorus:
I believe I can fly.
I believe I can touch the sky.
I think about it every night and day.
Spread my wings and fly away.
I believe I can soar.
I see me running through that open door.
I believe I can fly.
I believe I can fly.
I believe I can fly./
See I was on the verge of breakin’ down.
Sometimes silence can seem so loud.
There are miracles in life I must achieve,
But first I know it starts inside of me oh.

then I can do it.
If I just believe it,
there’s nothing to it.
· Repeat the chorus ·
I. . . fly. I. . . fly. I. . . fly.
Hey, cause I believe in you. Oh.
If I can see it,
then I can do it.
If I just believe it,
there’s nothing to it.
· Repeat the chorus ·

If I can see it,
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Don’t stop believing

Hiding, somewhere in the night/

Journey

Working hard to get my fill, everybody
wants a thrill
Just a small town girl, living in a lonely
world Paying anything to roll the dice, just one
more time
She took the midnight train going
anywhere
Some will win, some will lose, some were
born to sing the blues
Just a city boy, born and raised in south
Detroit Oh, the movie never ends; it goes on and
on and on and on
He took the midnight train going
anywhere
· Repeat the chorus ·
A singer in a smoky room, a smell of
wine and cheap perfume Don’t stop believing hold on to the
feeling
For a smile they can share the night, it
Streetlight
people
goes on and on and on and on
Don’t stop believing hold on to the
feeling
Chorus:
Streetlight people
Strangers waiting up and down the
boulevard Don’t stop believing hold on to the
feeling
Their shadows searching in the night
Streetlight people
Streetlight, people, living just to find
emotion
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Take me home, country
roads
John Denver

miner’s lady, stranger to blue water.
Dark and dusty, painted on the sky, misty
taste of moonshine, teardrop in my eye
· Repeat the chorus ·

Almost Heaven, West Virginia, Blue
Ridge Mountains, Shenandoah River.
Life is old here, older than the trees,
younger than the mountains, blowin
like a breeze.
Chorus:
Country Roads, take me home, to a place
I belong
West Virginia, mountain mama, take me
home, country roads./

I hear her voice in the morning hour she
calls me
the radio reminds me of my home far
away.
And driving down the road I get a feeling
that Ishould have been home
yesterday, yesterday.
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·

All my memories gather round her,
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The lazy song

Chorus:
Today I don’t feel like doing anything
I just wanna lay in my bed
Today I don’t feel like doing anything
Don’t feel like picking up my phone
I just wanna lay in my bed
So leave a message at the tone
Don’t feel like picking up my phone
Cause today I swear I’m not doing
So leave a message at the tone
anything
Cause today I swear I’m not doing
Nothing at all
anything
Ooh hoo ooh hoo
Hoo ooh ooh, Nothing at all
Uh, I’m gonna kick my feet up and stare
Ooh hoo ooh hoo
at the fan
Hoo ooh ooh/
Turn the TV on, Throw my hand in my
pants Tomorrow I wake up, do some P90X
Nobody’s gonna tell me I can’t, nah
With a really nice girl have some really
I’ll be lying on the couch just chillin in
nice sex
my snuggie And she’s gonna scream out, "this is
Click to MTV so they can teach me how
great" (Oh my god this is great)
to dougie I might mess around and get my college
Cause in my castle I’m the freakin man
degree
I bet my old man will be so proud of me
Oh Oh, yes I said it
I’m sorry pops you just have to wait
I said it
I said it cause I can
Oh Oh, yes I said it
Bruno Mars
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yeahhh

I said it
I said it cause I can
Chorus:
Today I don’t feel like doing anything
I just wanna lay in my bed
Don’t feel like picking up my phone
So leave a message at the tone
Cause today I swear I’m not doing
anything
No I ain’t gonna comb my hair
Cause I ain’t going anywhere
No no no no no no no no nooo
I’ll just strut in my birthday suit
And let everything hang loose
Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah
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Someone like you
Adele
· Instrumental interlude ·

I heard that you’re settled down
That you found a girl
And you’re married now
I heard that your dreams came true
Guess she gave you things
I didn’t give to you
Old friend why are you so shy
It ain’t like you to hold back
Or hide from the light
I hate to turn up out of the blue

Chorus:
Ohhh, today I don’t feel like doing
anything
I just wanna lay in my bed
Don’t feel like picking up my phone
So leave a message at the tone
Cause today I swear I’m not doing
anythingNothing at all
Ooh hoo ooh hoo
Hoo ooh ooh, Nothing at all
Ooh hoo ooh hoo
Hoo ooh ooh
Nothing at all

Chorus:
Never mind, I’ll find someone like you
I wish nothing but the best for you too
Don’t forget me I beg, I remember you
said
Sometimes it lasts in love but sometimes
it hurts instead
Sometimes it lasts in love but sometimes
it hurts instead, yeah/
You know how the time flies
Only yesterday
was the time of our lives
We were born and raised
In a summer haze
Bound by the surprise of our glory days

uninvited
I hate to turn up out of the blue
But I couldn’t stay away, I couldn’t fight
uninvited
it
But
I
couldn’t
stay
away,
I
couldn’t
fight
I had hoped you’d see my face
it
And that you’d be reminded that for me
I
had
hoped
you’d
see
my
face
it isn’t over
And that you’d be reminded that for me
it isn’t over
21

· Repeat the chorus ·
Nothing compares no worries or cares
Regrets and mistakes they’re memories
made
Who would have known how
Bittersweet this would taste
· Repeat the chorus ·

I wish nothing but the best for you too
Don’t forget me I beg, I remember you
said
Sometimes it lasts in love but sometimes
it hurts instead
Sometimes it lasts in love but sometimes
it hurts instead
Yeah Yeah

Never mind, I’ll find someone like you
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Pricetag
Jessie J
· Instrumental interlude ·

Seems like everybody’s got a price.
I wonder how they sleep at night
When the sale comes first and the truth
comes second just stop for a minute
and smile
Why is everybody so serious?
Acting so damn mysterious Got your
shades on your eyes
And your heels so high That you can’t
even have a good time
Everybody look to their left (Yeah)
Everybody look to their right
Can you feel that? (yeah)
We’ll pay them with love tonight
Chorus:
It’s not about the money, money, money
We dont need your money, money,
money
We just wanna make the world dance
Forget about the Price Tag
Ain’t about the (uh) Cha-Ching
Cha-Ching
Ain’t about the (yeah) Ba-Bling Ba-Bling
Wanna make the world dance
Forget about the Price Tag/

We need to take it back in time
When music made us all unite
And it wasn’t low blows and video hoes
Am I the only one gettin tired?
Why is everybody so obsessed?
Money can’t buy us happiness
Can we all slow down, enjoy right now
Guarantee we’ll be feelin alright
Everybody look to their left (Yeah)
Everybody look to their right
Can you feel that? (yeah)
We’ll pay them with love tonight
· Repeat the chorus ·
Lala-Lala-Lalala ay!
Lala-Lala-Lalala ay!
Lala-Lala-Lalala ay!
Price Tag!
Lala-Lala-Lalala ay!
Lala-Lala-Lalala ay!
Lala-Lala-Lalala ay!
Price Tag!
· Repeat the chorus ·
Money, money, money
Money, money, money
World Dance
Forget about the Price Tag
Ain’t about the uh Cha-Ching Cha-Ching
Ain’t about the yeah Ba-Bling Ba-Bling
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Wanna make the world dance
Forget about the Price tag.
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· Instrumental interlude ·

Don’t know why
Norah Jones

I waited til I saw the sun. I don’t know
why I didn’t come
I left you by the house of fun. I don’t
know why I didn’t come.
I don’t know why I didn’t come.

Out across the endless sea, I would die in
ecstasy.
But I’ll be a bag of bones driving down
the road alone.
· Repeat the chorus ·

Something has to make you run. I don’t
When I saw the break of day. I wished
know why I didn’t come
that I could fly away
I
feel
as
empty
as
a drum
’stead of kneeling in the sand cathing
teardrops in my hand.
I don’t know why I didn’t come,
I don’t know why I didn’t come,
Chorus:
I don’t know why I didn’t come,
My heart is drenched in wine,
But you’ll be on my mind forever./
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Somewhere over the
rainbow

blue
and the dreams that you dare to dream
really do come true

Judy Garland
Somewhere over the rainbow, way up
high
There’s a land that I heard of once in a
lullaby
Somewhere over the rainbow skies are
blue
and the dreams that you dare to dream
really do come true
Someday I’ll wish upon a star
and wake up where the clouds are far
behind me
where troubles melt like lemon drops
away above the chimney tops
thats where you’ll find me

Someday I’ll wish upon a star
and wake up where the clouds are far
behind me
Where troubles melt like lemon drops
away above the chimney tops
thats where you’ll find me
Somewhere over the rainbow, Bluebirds
fly
Birds fly over the rainbow. Why, then oh
why can’t I?
If happy little bluebirds fly beyond the
rainbow
why oh why can’t I?

Somewhere over the rainbow skies are
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Somewhere only we
know

Chorus:
so if you have a minute why dont we go
talk about it somewhere only we know
Keane
this could be the end of everything
so why dont we go
I walked across an empty land
somewhere only we know?
I knew the pathway like the back of my
hand somewhere only we know
I felt the earth beneath my feet
sat by the river and it made me complete oh simple thing where have you gone?
I’m getting old and I need something to
rely on
Oh simple thing where have you gone
so
tell
me
when
youre
gonna
let
me
in
I’m getting old and I need something to
I’m
getting
tired
and
I
need
somewhere
rely on
to begin
so tell me when youre gonna let me in
im getting tired and I need somewhere to
begin Chorus:
and if you have a minute why dont we go
I came across a fallen tree
talk about it somewhere only we know?
I felt the branches of it looking at me
this could be the end of everything
is this the place we used to love?
so why dont we go, so why dont we go
is this the place that ive been dreaming
of?
· Instrumental interlude ·
Oh simple thing where have you gone
I’m getting old and I need something to
rely on
so tell me when you’re gonna let me in
I’m getting tired and I need somewhere
to begin
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Relax, take it easy

Chorus:
this could be the end of everything
so why dont we go
somewhere only we know
somewhere only know
somewhere only we know

But the pain and the longings the same.
Where the dying
Now I’m lost and I’m screaming for help.

Mika
· Instrumental interlude ·
Took a right to the end of the line
Where no one ever goes.
Ended up on a broken train with nobody
I know.

Chorus:
Relax, take it easy
For there is nothing that we can do.
Relax, take it easy
Blame it on me or blame it on you./
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I believe that we’re in this together.
Don’t scream – there are so many roads
left.

· Instrumental interlude ·
It’s as if I’m scared.
It’s as if I’m terrified.
It’s as if I scared.
It’s as if I’m playing with fire.

· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·

Scared.
It’s as if I’m terrified.
Are you scared?
Are we playing with fire?

It’s as if I’m scared.
It’s as if I’m terrified.
It’s as if I scared.
It’s as if I’m playing with fire.

Relax, There is an answer to the darkest
times.
It’s clear we don’t understand but the last
thing on my mind
Is to leave you.

Scared.
It’s as if I’m terrified.
Are you scared?
Are we playing with fire?
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sayin’, this my message to you-oo-oo/

Three little birds
Bob Marley

Don’t worry, about a thing
Cause’ every little thing, gonna be alright
Singin’ don’t worry, about a thing
Cause’ every little thing, gonna be alright
Chorus:
Rise up this mornin’
Smile with the rising sun
three little birds pirch by my doorstep
Singin’ sweet songs
of melodys pure and true
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· Repeat the chorus ·
Rise up this mornin’
Smile with the rising sun
three little birds pirch by my doorstep
Singin’ sweet songs
of melodys pure and true
sayin’, this my message to you-oo-oo
· Repeat the chorus ·

Redemption song
Bob Marley

triumphantly.
Chorus:
Won’t you help to sing these songs of
freedom?
‘Cause all I ever had, redemption songs,
redemption songs./

Old Pirates, yes, they rob I.
Sold I to the merchant ships
minutes after they took I from the
bottomless pit.
But my hand was made strong
Emancipate yourselves from mental
By the hand of the Almighty.
slavery,
We forward in this generation
None but ourselves can free our minds.
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Have no fear for atomic energy,
‘Cause none of them can stop the time.
How long shall they kill our prophets
While we stand aside and look?
Yes, some say it’s just a part of it.
We’ve got to fulfill the book.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Emancipate yourselves from mental
slavery,
None but ourselves can free our minds.
Have no fear for atomic energy,
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‘Cause none of them can stop the time.
How long shall they kill our prophets
While we stand aside and look?
Yes, some say it’s just a part of it.
We’ve got to fulfill the book.
Won’t you help to sing these songs of
freedom?
‘Cause all I ever had, redemption songs,
These songs of freedom, songs of
freedom.

Vem vet

· Repeat the chorus ·

Lisa Ekdahl

· Repeat the chorus ·

· Instrumental interlude ·
Du är en saga för god för att vara sann
Det är en saga i sig att vi funnit varann
Vi kunde lika gärna, aldrig nånsin mötts
Eller var vårt möte redan bestämt långt
innan vi fötts

Du är en saga för god för att vara sann
Det är en saga i sig att vi funnit varann
Vi kunde lika gärna, aldrig nånsin mötts
Eller var vårt möte redan bestämt långt
innan vi fötts

Chorus:
Vem vet, inte du
Vem vet, inte jag
Vi vet ingenting nu
Vi vet inget idag/
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Hear me out
Irma

Hear me out
As I talk to you
Don’t close your eyes
I’m just like you
Mmmmm...
Mmmmm...
Hear me out
As I talk to you
You don’t own my life

· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·

‘Cause I’m scared of you
Broken bones
Scars on my skin
Yeah I feel disgraced
For my own killer sins
Mmmmm...
Mmmmm...
Hear me out
As I talk to you
So hear the crowd
‘Cause that’d be the truth
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‘Cause you teIl me why
I swear in vain
And l’m here to sing for the poor lands
Mmmmm...
Mmmmm...

Oh, it’s a crazy world up here
But I have faith
I believed that I was going to win
someday
La la la la la. . .
Hear me someday
La la la la la. . .

And the helpless mom calling this way
The father you ignore every day
The homeless child who is walking on a
better way
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I was here
Beyonce

I wanna leave my footprints on the sands
of time
Know there was something that
Meant something that I left behind
When I leave this world,
I’ll leave no regrets
Leave something to remember,
So they won’t forget
I want to say I lived each day,
Until I die
And know that I meant something in
somebody’s life
The hearts I have touched,
Will be the proof that I leave
That I made a difference
And this world will see
Chorus:
I was here. . .
I lived, I loved
I was here. . .
I did, I’ve done, everything that I wanted

And it was more than I thought it would
be
I will leave my mark so everyone will
know
I was here. . . /
I lived, I loved
I was here. . .
I did, I’ve done, everything that I wanted
And it was more than I thought it would
be
I will leave my mark so everyone will
know
I was here. . .
I just want them to know
That I gave my all,
Did my best
Brought someone some happiness
Left this world a little better just
because. . .
I was here. . .
· Repeat the chorus ·
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Cielito lindo
Quirino Mendoza y Cortés

De la Sierra Morena,
Cielito Lindo, vienen bajando
un par de ojitos negros,
Cielito Lindo, de contrabando.

Cielito Lindo, los corazones./
Ese lunar que tienes,
Cielito Lindo, junto a la boca
no se lo des a nadie,
Cielito Lindo, que a mí me toca.
· Repeat the chorus ·

Chorus:
Ay, ay, ay, ay
Canta y no llores
porque cantando se alegran,
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It’s a small world
Sherman Brothers

It’s a world of laughter, a world of tears
It’s a world of hope and a world of fears
There’s so much that we share
that it’s time we’re aware

· Repeat the chorus ·

It’s a small world after all,
It’s a A small small world/
There is just one moon and a golden sun,
And a smile means friendship to
everyone
Though the mountains divide
and the oceans are wide

Chorus:
It’s a small world after all
It’s a small world after all,
It’s a small world after all
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What’s up?
4 Non Blondes
· Instrumental interlude ·

· Repeat the chorus ·

I am feeling, a little peculiar.
And so I wake in the morning, and I step
outside
And I take a deep breath, and I get real
high, and I,
scream from the top of my lungs,
“What’s going on?”

25 years of my life and still
Tryin’ to to get up that great big hill of
Hope, for a destination.
I realized quickly when I knew I should
And I say, “Hey yeah yeah hey, hey yeah
That the world was made up of this
yeah.”
brotherhood of
I
said,
“Hey,
what’s
going
on?”
Man, for whatever that means.
And I say, “Hey yeah yeah hey, hey yeah
Chorus:
yeah.”
And so I cry sometimes, when I’m lying
I said, “Hey, what’s going on?”/
in bed
just to get all out, what’s in my head,
And I try, oh my god, do I try
then I, I try all the time, in this institution.
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And I pray, oh my god, do I pray
I pray every single day, for a revolution.

25 years of my life and still
Tryin’ to get up that great big hill of
hope,

· Repeat the chorus ·

for a destination

· Repeat the chorus ·

· Instrumental interlude ·

· Instrumental interlude ·
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Chiquitita
Abba

Chiquitita, tell me what’s wrong.
You’re enchained by your own sorrow.
I-i-i-in your eyes there is no hope for
tomorrow.
How I hate to see you like this.
There is no way you can deny it.
I-I-I-I can see that you’re oh so sad, so
quiet.
Chiquitita, tell me the truth.
I’m a shoulder you can cry on,
Your best friend, I’m the one you must
rely on.
You were always sure of yourself.
Now I see you’ve broken a feather.
I-I-I-I hope we can patch it up together.

did before,
Sing a new song, Chiquitita.
Try once more like you did before, sing a
new song, Chiquitita./
So the walls came tumblin’ down
and your love’s a blown out candle.
All is gone and it seems too hard to
handle.
Chiquitita, tell me the truth.
There is no way you can deny it.
I see that you’re oh so sad, so quiet.

Chiquitita, you and I know how the
heartaches come and they go
and the scars they’re leavin’.
You’ll be dancin’ once again and the pain
will end,
you will have no time for grievin’.
Chorus:
Chiquitita, you and I cry but the sun is
Chiquitita, you and I know how the
still in the sky
heartaches come and they go and shinin’ above you.
And the scars they’re leavin’.
Let me hear you sing once more like you
You’ll be dancin’ once again and the pain
did before,
will end, sing a new song, Chiquitita.
You will have no time for grievin’.
Try once more like you did before, sing a
Chiquitita, you and I cry but the sun is
new sing, Chiquitita.
still in the sky Try once more like you did before, sing a
And shinin’ above you.
new song, Chiquitita.
Let me hear you sing once more like you
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Mamma mia
Abba

I’ve been cheated by you since I don’t
know when.
So I made up my mind it must come to
an end.
Look at me now, will I ever learn?
I don’t know how but I suddenly lose
control.
There’s a fire within my soul.
Just one look and I can hear a bell ring,
One more look and I forget everything,
oooh.
Chorus:
Mama mia, here I go again.
My my, how can I resist you?
Mama mia, does it show again?
My my, just how much I’ve missed you.
Yes, I’ve been brokenhearted.
Blue since the day we parted.
Why why did I ever let you go.
Mama mia, now I really know,
My my, I could never let you go./

And when you go, when you slam the
door,
I think you know that you won’t be away
too long,
You know that I’m not that strong.
Just one look and I can hear a bell ring,
One more look and I forget everything,
oooh.
Mama mia, here I go again.
My my, how can I resist you?
Mama mia, does it show again?
My my, just how much I’ve missed you.
Yes, I’ve been brokenhearted,
blue since the day we parted.
Why, why did I ever let you go.
Mama mia, even if I say
bye bye, leave me now or never,
Mama mia, it’s a game we play.
Bye bye doesn’t mean forever.

Mama mia, here I go again.
My my, how can I resist you?
Mama mia, does it show again?
My my, just how much I’ve missed you.
Yes, I’ve been brokenhearted,
blue since the day we parted.
I’ve been angry and sad about the things Why, why did I ever let you go.
that you do. Mama mia, now I really know,
I can’t count all the times that I’ve told
my my, I could never let you go.
you we’re through.
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Fernando

sounds
of bugle calls were coming from afar

Abba
Can you hear the drums Fernando?
I remember long ago another starry night
like this
In the firelight Fernando
You were humming to yourself and softly
strumming your guitar
I could hear the distant drums and

Chorus:
There was something in the air that night
The stars were bright, Fernando
They were shining there for you and me,
for liberty, Fernando
Though we never thought that we could
lose, there’s no regret
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If I had to do the same again, I would,
Almost made me cry
my friend, Fernando
If I had to do the same again, I would,
Now we’re old and grey Fernando
my friend, Fernando/ And since many years I haven’t seen a
rifle in your hand
They were closer now Fernando
Can you hear the drums Fernando?
Every hour, every minute seemed to last
eternally Do you still recall the fateful night we
crossed the Rio Grande?
I was so afraid Fernando
I can see it in your eyes how proud you
We were young and full of life and none
were to fight
of us prepared to die
For freeedom in this land
And I’m not ashamed to say the roar of
guns and cannons
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Take a chance on me

Get to know me better
Cause you know I’ve got, so much that I
wanna do
When I dream I’m alone with you, it’s
Chorus:
magic
If you change your mind, I’m the first in
line You want to leave it there, afraid of a love
affair
Honey I’m still free, take a chance on
me/ But I think you know, that I can’t let go
Abba

If you need me let me know, gonna be
· Repeat the chorus ·
around
If you got no place to go when you’re
Oh you can take your chance baby, I’m in
feelin’ down
no hurry
If you’re all alone, when the pretty birds
Ooh I’m gonna get you
have flown
You’re the one that hurt me, baby don’t
Honey I’m still free, take a chance on me
worry
Gonna do my very best, and it ain’t no lie I ain’t gonna let you
If you put me to the test, if you let me try My love is strong enough
Take a chance on me (that’s all I ask of
To last when things are rough, it’s magic
you, honey) – 1st time You say that I waste my time, but I can’t
(c’mon, give me a break, man) – 2nd time
get you off my mind
Take a chance on me
Oh I can’t let go, cause I love you so
We can go dancing, we can go walking
As long as we’re together
Listen to some music, maybe just talking

· Repeat the chorus ·
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Breaking up again

It’s a thing I’ve got to live with, take it on
my own.
And wait until it’s over, then again I
Waking up on monday morning,
never know.
Sunday’s been and gone. If I’d only seen you going, walking out
Reaching out for you, but I was alone.
that door.
No I sit at the breakfast table, table set
But I had no way of knowing, can’t take
for two.
it no more.
Been the same thing every morning, silly
things I do. Oooh, don’t know what to do about you,
Accept

Oooh, don’t know what to do about you,
I never could give the way you gave.
Oooh, now should I try to find you,
Keep playing every song you played me.
Feel like breaking up again.

I never could give the way you gave.
Oooh, now should I try to find you,
Keep playing every song you played me.
Feel like breaking up again.
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Guess I’ll start it all again
You know I need you
Like the winter needs the spring
You know I need you
I need you/

I need you
America

We used to laugh
We used to cry
We used to bow our heads, then
wonder why
But now you’re gone
I guess I’ll carry on
And make the best of what you left to
Left to me, left to me
Chorus:
I need you
Like the flower needs the rain
You know I need you
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And every day
I’d laugh the hours away
Just knowing you were thinking of me
Then it came
me That I was put to blame
For every story told about me
About me, about me
· Repeat the chorus ·

Forever young

Hoping for the best, but expecting the
worst
Are you going to drop the bomb or not?

Alphaville
Let’s dance in style, let’s dance for a
while
Heaven can wait, we’re only watching the
skies

Let us die young or let us live forever
We don’t have the power, but we never
say never
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Sitting in a sandpit, life is a short trip
The music’s for the sad men

Sooner or later, they all will be gone,
why don’t they stay young?

Can you imagine when this race is won?
Turn our golden faces into the sun
Praising our leaders, we’re getting in
tune
The music’s played by the madmen

It’s so hard to get old without a cause,
I don’t want to perish like a fading horse
Youth’s like diamonds in the sun
and diamonds are forever

So many adventures couldn’t happen
today,
so many songs we forgot to play
young So many dreams swinging out of the
Do you really want to live forever
blue,
Forever – and ever/
we’ll let them come true
Some are like water, some are like the
· Repeat the chorus ·
heat,
some are a melody and some are the beat

Chorus:
Forever young, I want to be forever
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Don’t cry

Do what you want, but little darling
please/
Don’t cry. . .

Asia
· Instrumental interlude ·
Hard times you had before you
I know when I first saw you
You girl you’ve always been mistreated,
Cheated
So leave it all behind you
It took so long to find you
I know that we can last forever,
Ever and more, oh, oh!

I knew I’d never doubt it
I was so sure about it
Don’t think of all that’s been before
oh. . .
I’ll hear you when you’re calling,
I’ll catch you when you’re falling,
Don’t worry, I will always be there
Like never before, oh, oh!
· Repeat the chorus ·

Chorus:
Don’t cry now that I have found you
Don’t cry, take a look around you
Don’t cry, it took so long to find you
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We have all the time in
the world
Louis Armstrong
· Instrumental interlude ·

We have all the time in the world

· Repeat the chorus ·
Don’t cry. . .

Time enough for life to unfould
all the precious things love has in store
We have all the love in the world
If that’s all we love you will find we need
nothing more
Every step of the way will find us
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With the cares of the world far behind us

With the cares of the world far behind us

We have all the time in the world
Just for love nothing more nothing less
only love

We have all the time in the world
Just for love nothing more nothing less
only love

· Instrumental interlude ·

· Instrumental interlude ·

Every step of the way will find us
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My way
Paul Anka

And now, the end is near
And so I face the final curtain.
My friend, I’ll say it clear
I’ll state my case of which I’m certain.
I’ve lived a life that’s full
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Crucify
Tori Amos

Every finger in the room is
Pointing at me
I wanna spit in their faces then I
I get afraid of what that could bring.
I got a bowling ball in my stomach
I got a desert in my mouth;
figures that my courage would choose to
sell out now. I’ve been
looking for a savior in these
dirty streets,
looking for a savior
beneath these dirty sheets.
I’ve been raising up my hands . . .
drive another nail in
Just what God needs,
one more victim.
Chorus:
Why do we crucify ourselves?
Every day I crucify myself.
Nothing I do is good enough for you.
I crucify myself

I travelled each and every highway
And more, much more than this,
I did it my way.
Regrets, I’ve had a few
But then again too few to mention.
I did what I had to

Every day I crucify myself
My heart is sick of being—
I said my heart is sick of being in
chains. . .
oh-oh
chains. . .
oh-oh/
Got a kick for a dog beggin’ for love
I gotta have my suffering so that I can
have my cross
I know a cat named Easter, he says "Will
you ever learn?"
You’re just an empty cage firl if you kill
the bird
I’ve been looking for a savior in these
dirt streets.
Looking for a savior beneath these dirty
sheets.
I’ve been raising up my hands, frive
another nail in;
got enough guilt to start my own
religion.
· Repeat the chorus ·
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Please be. . .
Save me. . .
I cry. . .
Ahhhhh
Ahhhhh
Looking for a savior in these dirty streets
Looking for a savior beneath these dirty
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sheets
I’ve been raising up my hands—
Drive another nail in
Where are those angels
When you need them?

House of the rising sun
The Animals

Go tell my baby sister,
Don’t do what I have done
But shun that house in New Orleans
They call the Rising Sun

There is a house in New Orleans they
call the Rising Sun and its
been the ruin of many poor girl, and
me, oh God, for one.

I’m goin’ back to New Orleans
My race is almost run,
I’m goin’ back to spend my life
Beneath that Rising Sun

If I had listened to what my mother said,
I’d hve been at home today,
But I was young and folish, oh God,
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Walk like an Egyptian

They like the punk and the metal band
When the buzzer rings (oh whey oh)
They’re walking like an Egyptian

Bangles
All the old paintings on the tombs
They do the sand dance don’t you know
If they move too quick (oh whey oh)
They’re falling down like a domino

All the kids in the marketplace say
Ay oh whey oh, ay oh whey oh
Walk like an Egyptian
Slide your feet up the street bend your
back
Shift your arm then you pull it back
Life is hard you know (oh whey oh)
So strike a pose on a Cadillac

All the bazaar men by the Nile
They got the money on a bet
Gold crocodiles (oh whey oh)
They snap their teeth on your cigarette
Foreign types with the hookah pipes say
Ay oh whey oh, ay oh whey oh
Walk like an Egyptian
The blonde waitresses take their trays
They spin around and they cross the
floor
They’ve got the moves (oh whey oh)
You drop your drink then they bring you
more
All the school kids so sick of books

Let a rambler lead me astray.

If you want to find all the cops
They’re hanging out in the donut shop
They sing and dance (oh whey oh)
Spin the clubs cruise down the block
All the Japanese with their yen
The party boys call the Kremlin
And the Chinese know (oh whey oh)
They walk the line like Egyptian
All the cops in the doughnut shop say
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Ay oh whey oh, ay oh whey oh
Walk like an Egyptian

Walk like an Egyptian
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And she said that she loved me too, and
then I kissed her

Then I kissed her
Beach Boys

· Instrumental interlude ·
Well I walked up to her and I asked her if
she wanted to dance
She looked awful nice, and so I hoped
she might take a chance
When we danced I held her tight, and
then I walked her home that night
And all the stars were shining bright and
then I kissed her
Each time I saw her I couldn’t wait to see
her again
I wanted to let her know that I was more
than a friend
I didn’t know just what to do, so I
whispered “I love you”
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Sweet honey
Beach Boys

(Sweet sweet a honey bee eat eat a bit of
honey)
Mama, I’m tellin’ you as sure as I’m
standin’ here
She’s my girl and that’s the way I’m
keepin’ it, my mama dear
No good would it do you to stand there
and frown at me
The girl’s got my heart and my love’s
comin’ down on me
My life’s kinda mellow since I got a taste
of wild honey

I kissed her in a way that I’d never kissed
a girl before
I kissed her in a way that I hoped she’d
like for evermore
I knew that she was mine so I gave her all
the love that I had
Then one day she’ll take me home to
meet her mom and her dad
And then I’ll ask her to be my bride, and
always be right by my side
I felt so happy that I almost cried, and
then I kissed her
And then I kissed her
And then I kissed her

With all the other stud bees buzzin’ all
around her hive
She singled me out, single-handed took
me alive
Can you dig it gonna take my life eatin’
up her wild honey
(repeat intro)
· Instrumental interlude ·
Oh, mama she’s sweeter (gettin’ sweeter)
Sweeter (gettin’ sweeter)
Sweeter, sweeter, ah. . .

Wild honey, oh let me tell you how she
really got to my soul
You know she’s got the sweetness of a
It ain’t funny the way she makes me want
honey bee
to sing a little rock ’n roll
Wild honey, she got it hard and stung me There’s nothing quite as sweet as a taste
good, yessirree
of wild honey
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I break my back workin’ just to save me
some money
So I can spend my life with her. . . sock it
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Fight for your right

to me, wild honey

Beastie Boys

Now, your mum threw away your best
porno-mag

· Instrumental interlude ·

· Repeat the chorus ·
· Instrumental interlude ·

Yeah !! - Kick it!
· Instrumental interlude ·

You gotta fight
· Instrumental interlude ·

You wake up late for school man you
don’t wanna go
You ask your mum please but she still
says "NO!"
You missed two classes have no
homework
Your teachers preaches class like it some
kind of jerk
Chorus:
You gotta fight - for your right - to party
You gotta fight - for your right - to
party/
· Instrumental interlude ·

Get out of this house if that’s the clothes
you gonna wear
I’ll kick you out of this house if you don’t
cut that hair
Your mama busted in and said "What’s
that noise?"
Oh, mama you’re just jealous it’s the
beastieboys
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·

· Instrumental interlude ·
Your pop caught you smoking and he
said “NO WAY!” PARTY! PARTY!
· Instrumental interlude ·
That old hypocrite smoke two packs a
day
Man, living at home is such a drag
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I started a joke
Bee Gees

Chorus:
I looked at the skies running my hands
over my eyes
And I fell out of bed hurting my head
from things that I said/

I started a joke which started the whole
world crying
But I didn’t see that the joke was on me
Till I finally died which started the
I started to cry which started the whole
whole world living
world laughing Oh, if I’d only seen that the joke was on
Oh, if I’d only seen that the joke was on
me
me Oh no that the joke was on me
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Oh
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Stayin alive
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Eye of the tiger

Well now, I get low and I get high
and If I can’t get either I really try
Bee Gees
Got the wings of heaven on my shoes
I’m a dancin’ man and I just can’t lose
Well you can tell by the way I use my
You know it’s alright, it’s ok, I live to see
walk
another day
I’m a womans man,no time to talk
We can try to understand the New York
Music loud and women warm
Times’ effect on man
Iv’e been kicked around since I was born
And now it’s alright,it’s ok, you may look
· Repeat the chorus ·
the other way
Life going nowhere,somebody help me
We can try to understand the New York
Times’ effect on man Somebody help me yeah
Life going nowhere
Chorus:
Somebody help me yeah (we’re
Whether your a brother or whether your
stayin’alive)
a mother you’re
· Repeat the chorus ·
Stayin’ alive, Stayin’ alive
Feel the city breakin’ and everybody
Life going nowhere,somebody help me
shakin’ and we’re
Somebody help me yeah (we’re
Stayin’ alive, Stayin’ alive
stayin’alive)
Ah ha ha ha, Stayin’ alive, Stayin’ alive
Ah ha ha ha, Stayin’ alive/

Survivor

Risin’ up to the challenge of our rival
And the last known survivor stalks his
prey in the night
And he’s watchin’ us all in the eye of the
tiger/

Risin’ up, back on the street
Did my time, took my chances
Went the distance, now I’m back on my
feet Face to face, out in the heat
Hangin’ tough, stayin’ hungry
Just a man and his will to survive
They stack the odds ’til we take to the
So many times, it happens too fast
street
You change your passion for glory
For we kill with the skill to survive
Don’t lose your grip on the dreams of the
· Repeat the chorus ·
past
You must fight just to keep them alive
Risin’ up, straight to the top
Chorus:
Have the guts, got the glory
It’s the eye of the tiger, it’s the thrill of
Went the distance, now I’m not gonna
the fight
stop
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Just a man and his will to survive
· Repeat the chorus ·
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The final countdown

The final countdown /

Europe

We’re heading for Venus
and still we stand tall
Cause maybe they’ve seen us
and welcome us all
With so many lightyears to go
and things to be found
I’m sure that we all miss her so

We’re leaving together
but still it’s farewell
cause maybe we’ll come back
to earth, who can tell
I guess there is no one to blame,
we’re leaving ground
Will things ever be the same again?

· Repeat the chorus ·
Chorus:
It’s the final countdown
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Open your heart

Hey girl I can’t cope any more

Europe

· Repeat the chorus ·
Days filled with joy and days filled with
sorrow Open your heart — let me hear you
I don’t know just what to do
Make up your mind — I want to hear
Am I happy today am I lonely tomorrow
you call
Everything depends on you
Open your heart — want to come near
you
Chorus:
Make
up
your
mind
—
oh
girl
before
I
I’ve been waiting
call
for the angels to knock on my door
I’ve been hopin
that everything could be like before/
Open you heart and tell me what’s wrong
Why can’t you talk like you used to do
before
I don’t know if I’m weak I don’t know if
I’m strong

Maybe the sun will continue to shine
Maybe the rain will continue to fall
Maybe you want to leave me behind
Maybe you’ll change and give me a call
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· Repeat the chorus ·
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Here comes the rain
again

Talk to me, like lovers do /

Eurythmics
Here comes the rain again, falling on my
head like a memory
Falling on my head like a new emotion
I want to walk in the open wind, I want
to talk like lovers do
Want to dive into your ocean, is it raining
with you?

Here comes the rain again, raining on my
head like a tragedy
Tearing me apart like a new emotion
I want to breathe in the open wind, I
want to kiss like lovers do
Want to dive into your ocean, is it raining
with you?
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Instrumental interlude ·

Chorus:
So baby, talk to me, like lovers do
walk with me, like lovers do
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Friday in my mind
Easybeats

Monday morning feels so bad
Everybody seems to nag me
Comin’ Tuesday I feel better
Even my old man looks good
Wednesday goes too slow
Thursday just don’t go
I have Friday on my mind
I’m gonna have fun in the city
Be with my girl she’s so pretty
She looks fine tonight
She is out of sight to me
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Light my fire
The Doors

You know that it would be untrue
you know that I would be a liar
if I was to say to you
girl, we couldn’t get much higher

· Repeat the chorus ·

(Tonight) I’ll spend my bread
(Tonight) I’ll lose my head
(Tonight) I’ve got to get
Tonight
Monday I’ve got Friday on my mind
Do the night-day grind once more
I know of nothing else that bores me
More than working for the rich man
Hey I’ll change that scene one day
Today I might be mad
Tomorrow I’ll be glad
I’ll have Friday on my mind

Chorus:
Come on baby light my fire
come on baby light my fire
try to set the night on fire/
The time to hesitate is through
no time to wallow in the mire
try now we can only loose
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And our love become a funeral pyre
· Repeat the chorus ·
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Stairway to heaven

then the piper will lead us to reason
And the new day will dawn for those
who stand long
and the forest will echo with laughter

Led Zeppelin
There’s a lady who’s sure all that glitters
is gold
and she’s buying a stairway to heaven
When she gets there she knows if the
stores are all closed
with a word she can get what she came
for
Oh oh and she’s buying a stairway to
heaven
There’s a sign on the wall but she wants
to be sure
’cause you know sometimes words have
two meanings

If theres a bristle in your hedgerow dont
be alarmed now
it’s just a spring clean for the May queen
Yes there are two paths you can go by but
in the long run
there’s still time to change the road
you’re on

Your head is humming and it wont go in
case you dont know
the pipers calling you to join him
Dear lady can you hear the wind blow
and did you know
your stairway lies on the whispering
In a tree by the brook there’s a songbird
wind
who sings
Sometimes all of her thoughts are
· Instrumental interlude ·
misgiven
And as we wind on down the road
Our shadows taller than our soul
There walks the lady we all know
There’s a feeling I get when I look to the
Who shines white light and wants to
west
know
and my spirit is crying for leaving
how everything still turns to gold
In my thoughts I have seen rings of
And if you listen very hard
smoke through the trees
the time will come to you at last
and the voices of those who stand
When all are one and one is all
looking
To be a rock and not to roll
Oh it makes me wonder
Oh it really makes me wonder
And she’s buying a stairway to heaven
Oh it makes me wonder
Oh it makes me wonder

And it’s whispered that soon if we all call
the tune
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Behind blue eyes

none of my pain and woe, can show
through

The Who

· Repeat the chorus ·
No one knows what it’s like, to be the
bad man, to be the sad man, behind blue
eyes When my fist clenches crack it open,
before I use it and lose my cool
No one knows what it’s like to be hated,
When
I
smile
tell me some bad news
to be fated, to telling only lies
before I laugh and act like a fool
And if I swallow anything evil, stick your
Chorus:
finger down my throat
But my dreams, they aren’t as empty as
my conscience seems to be If I shiver please give me a blanket, keep
me warm let me wear your coat
I have hours, only lonely, My love is
vengeance that’s never free/
No one knows what it’s like, to be the
No one knows what it’s like to feel these
bad man
feelings like I do, and I blame you To be the sad man, behind blue eyes
No one bites back as hard on their anger,
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Who are you

(Who are you, who who, who who) Come
on tell me who are you
(Who are you, who who, who who)
Awww, who the f*** are you (Who are
you, who who, who who).

The Who
Chorus:
Who are you, who who, who who (×4)/
I woke up in the Soho bar when a
policeman knew my name. He said,
“You can go sleep at home tonite if you
can get up and walk away.”
I staggered back to the underground and
a breeze through back my
head. I remember throwing punches
around and preachin’ from my
chair.
· Repeat the chorus ·

I know there’s a place you walk where
love falls from the trees.
My heart is like a broken cut - it only
hurts when I’m on my knees.
I spill out like a sewer hole yet still
receive your kiss. How can
I measure up to anyone now after such a
love as this?

Who are you (Who are you, who who,
who who), I really want to know
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· Repeat the chorus ·

77

I’ll keep you satisfied

Chorus:
You can always get a simple thing like
Love anytime.
· Instrumental interlude ·
But it’s different with a boy like me and a
love like mine.
You don’t need anybody to hold you.
So believe ev’rything that I’ve told you
Here I stand with my arms open wide.
And agree that with me by your side
Give me love and remember what I told
You don’t need anybody to hold you.
you. I’ll keep you satisfied./
I’ll keep you satisfied.
I’ll keep you satisfied.
You don’t need anybody to kiss you.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Ev’ryday I’ll be here by your side.
Don’t go away. I’m afraid that I might
Give me love and remember what I told
miss you.
you.
I’ll keep you satisfied.
I’ll keep you satisfied.
Billy J. Kramer
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Always look on the
bright side of life

just purse your lips and whistle that’s the
thing

Monty Python

· Repeat the chorus ·

Some things in life are bad
they can really make you mad
other things just make you swear and
curse
when you’re chewing on large gristle
don’t grumble - give a whistle
and whistles help things turn out for the
best

For life is quite absurd
and death’s the final word
you must always face the curtain with a
bow
forget about your sin
give the audience a grin
enjoy it’s your last chance anyhow
Chorus:
So always look on the bright side of

Chorus:
And always look at the bright side of life
always look on the light side of life /
If life seems jolly rotten
there’s something you’ve forgotten
and that’s to laugh and smile and dance
and sing
when you are feeling in the dumps
don’t be silly chums

death
just before you draw your terminal
breath./
Life’s a piece of shit
when you look at it
life’s a laugh and death’s a joke - it’s true
you see it’s all a show
keep them laughing as you go
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just remember that the last laugh is on
you

· Repeat the chorus ·

· Repeat the chorus ·

79

American pie
Don McLean

A long long time ago I can still remember
how that music used to make me smile
And I knew if I had my chance
that I could make those people dance
and maybe they’d be happy for a while.
But February made me shiver With every
paper I’d deliver
Bad news on the doorstep I couldn’t take
one more step
I can’t remember if I cried When I read
about his widowed bride
But something touched me deep inside
The day the Music Died
So
Chorus:
bye bye Miss American Pie Drove my
chevy to the levy But the levy was dry
And them good old boys were drinking
whiskey and rye
Singin’ this’ll be the day that I die this’ll
be the day that I die./
Did you write the book of love And do
you have faith in God above?
If the Bible tells you so. Do you believe
in Rock ’n Roll?
Can music save your mortal soul? And
can you teach me how to dance real
slow?
Well, I know that you’re in love with him
’cause I saw you dancin’ in the gym
You both kicked off your shoes Man, I dig
those rythmny blues

I was a lonely teenage broncin’ buck
With a pink carnation and a pickup
truck.
But I knew I was out of luck The day the
music died
I started singin’
· Repeat the chorus ·
Now for ten years we’ve been on our own
And moss grows fat on a rollin’ stone
But that’s not how it used to be When
the jester sang for the King and Queen
In a coat he borrowed from James Dean
And a voice that came from you and me
Oh, and while the King was looking
down The jester stole his thorny crown
The courtroom was adjourned No verdict
was returned
And while Lennon read a book of Marx
The court kept practice in the park
And we sang dirges in the dark The day
the Music Died.
We were singing
· Repeat the chorus ·
Helter-Skelter in a summer swelter The
Byrds flew off with a fallout shelter
Eight Miles High and falling fast It
landed foul out on the grass
The players tried for a forward pass But
the jester’s on the sidelines in a cast
Now the half-time air was sweet perfume
While the sargeants played a marching
tune
We all got up to dance But we never got
the chance
’cause the players tried to take the field
The marching band refused to yield
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I met a girl who sang the blues And I
asked her for some happy news
But she just smiled and turned away I
We stared singing
went down to the sacred store
· Repeat the chorus ·
Where I’d heard the music years before
But the man there said the music
Oh, and there we were all in one place A
woudn’t play
generation Lost in Space
With no time left to start again So come
And in the streets the children screamed
on, Jack be nimble
The lovers cried, and the poets dreamed
Jack be quick Jack Flash sat on a
But not a word was spoken The Church
candlestick ’cause fire is the Devil’s only
bells all were broken
friend
And three men I admire most The Father,
Oh, and as I watched him on the stage
Son and the Holy Ghost
My hands were clenched in fists of rage They caught the last train for the coast
No angel born in hell Could break that
The Day the Music Died.
Satan’s spell And they were singing
And as the flames climbed high into the
· Repeat the chorus ·
night To light the sacrifical rite
I saw Satan laughing with delight The
They were singing
day the Music Died
· Repeat the chorus ·
He was singing
· Repeat the chorus ·
Do you recall what was reveiled the day
the Music Died?
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Angie

from here?

Rolling Stones
Oh Angie don’t you weep all your kisses
Angie, Angie when will those clouds all
still taste sweet
disappear? I hate that sadness in your eyes
Angie, Angie where will they lead us
But Angie, Angie ain’t it time we said
from here?
goodbye?
With no loving in our souls and no
money in our coats
With no loving in our souls and no
You can’t say we’re satisfied
money in our coats
Angie, Angie you can’t say we never tried
Oh you can’t say we’re satisfied
Angie, you’re beautiful but ain’t it time
But Angie, I still love you baby
we said goodbye
everywhere I look I see your eyes
Angie, I still love you remember all those There ain’t a woman that comes close to
nights we cried
you come on baby dry your eyes
All the dreams we held so close seem to
Angie, Angie ain’t it good to be alive
all go up in smoke Angie, Angie they can’t say we never
Oh let me whisper in your ear
tried
Angie, Angie where will they lead us
45
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Another brick in the
wall

Teacher leave us kids alone
Hey teacher leave us kids alone All in all
you’re just another brick in the wall
All in all you’re just another brick in the
wall

Pink Floyd
We don’t need no education
We don’t need no thought control
No dark sarcasms in the classroom
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Are you lonesome
tonight

Fate had me playing in love twes my
sweet heart.
Act one was when I met you, I loved you
at first glance
You read your line so cleverly and never
missed a cue
Then came act 2, you seemed to change
and you acted strange

Elvis Presley
Are You lonesome tonight?
Do You miss me tonight?
Are You sorry we drifted apart?
Does Your memory stray
to a brighter summer day
when I kissed You and called you
sweetheart?
Do the chairs in your parlour
seem empty and bare?
Do You gaze at your doorstep
and picture me there?
Is Your heart filled with pain?
Shall I come back again?
Tell me, Dear, are You lonesome tonight?
Talking:
I wonder if you are lonesome tonight
You know someone said that the world is
a stage
And you must play a part.
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Baby can I hold you
Tracy Chapman

Sorry Is all that you can’t say
Years gone by and still
Words don’t come easily

And why I’ll never know.
Honey, you’re lying when you said you
loved me
And I had no cause to doubt you.
But I’d rather go on hearing your lies
Than go on living without you.
Now the stage is bare and I’m standing
there
With emptiness all around
And if you won’t come back to me
Then make them bring the curtain down.
Sing again:
Is your heart filled with pain, shall I
come back again?
Tell me dear are you lonesome tonight.

Like sorry like sorry
Forgive me
Is all that you can’t say
Years gone by and still
Words don’t come easily
Like forgive me forgive me
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I love you
Is all that you can’t say
Years gone by and still
Words don’t come easily
Like I love you I love you
· Repeat the chorus ·

Chorus:
But you can say baby
baby, can I hold you tonight.
Baby, if I told you the right words,
at the right time, you’d be mine./
· Repeat the chorus ·
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Lucy in the sky with
diamonds

where rockinghorse-people eat
marshmallow pies
Everyone smiles as you drift past the
flowers
that grow so incredibly high

The Beatles

Picture yourself in a boat on a river
With tangerine trees and marmalade
Newspaper taxis appear on the shore
skies
waiting to take you away
Somebody calls you, you answer quite
Climb in the back with your head in your
slowly
hand and you’re gone
A girl with caleidoscope eyes.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Cellophane flowers of yellow and green
towering over your head.
Look for the girl with the sun in her eyes
and she’s gone
Chorus:
Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.
Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds
Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.
Ahhhhhhhhhhhh./

Picture yourself in a train in a station
with plasticine porters with looking glass
ties
Suddenly someone is there at the
turnstile
the girl with kaleidoscope eyes
· Repeat the chorus ·
· Repeat the chorus ·

Follow her down to a bridge by a
fountain
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The rose
Bette Midler

It’s the heart afraid of breaking that
never learns to dance
It’s the dream afraid of waking that never
takes a chance
It’s the one, who won’t be taken who
cannot seem to give
And the soul afraid of dying that never
learns to live

Some say love, it is a river, that drowns
the tender reed
Some say love, it is a razor, that leads
your soul to bleed
Some say love it is a hunger, and endless
aching need
I say love it is a flower and you its only
When the night has been too lonely and
seed
the road has been too long
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And you find that love is only for the
lucky and the strong
Just remember in the winter for ’neath
the bitter snow
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Knocking on heaven’s
door
Bob Dylan

Mama take this badge from me
’Cause I can’t use it anymore
It’s getting dark, too dark to see
feels like I’m knocking on heaven’s door
hay hay - hay hay hay
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s door
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s door
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s door
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s
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Bridge over troubled
water
Paul Simon

Lies the seed that with the sun’s love, in
the spring becomes the rose

do-o-or
Mama put those guns to the ground
’Cause I can’t shoot them anymore
That cold black cloud is comin’ down
Feels like I’m knockin’ on heaven’s door
hay hay - hay hay hay
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s door
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s door
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s door
knock, knock, knocking on heaven’s
door.

on the street,
When evening falls so hard, I will
comfort you.
I’ll take your part, oh, when darkness
comes,
And pain is all around,

When you’re weary, feeling small,
When tears are in your eyes, I’ll dry them
· Repeat the chorus ·
all.
I’m on your side, oh, when times get
rough, Sail on silver girl, sail on by,
Your time has come to shine, all your
And friends just can’t be found,
dreams are on their way.
Chorus:
See how they shine, oh, if you need a
Like a bridge over troubled water,
friend,
I will lay me down,
I’m sailing right behind,
Like a bridge over troubled water,
· Repeat the chorus ·
I will lay me down./
When you’re down and out, when you’re
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Straight from the heart
Bryan Adams

When all the words will just fall out of
line
While we’re dreamin’ straight from the
heart.

I could stop dreaming, but in never ends.
As long as you’re gone we may as well
Oh give it to me straight from the heart
pretend. Tell me we could make another start
I been dreamin’ straight from the heart.
You know I’ll never go as long as I know
it’s comin
You say it’s easy, but who’s to say that
straight
from
the
heart.
we’d be
able to keep it this way.
· Instrumental interlude ·
But it’s easier, comin’ straight from the
heart. Straight from the heart
Tell me we could make one more start
Oh give it to me straight from the heart
You know I’ll never go as long as I know,
Tell me we could make another start
give it to me now
You know I’ll never go as long as I know
straight from the heart.
it’s comin
straight from the heart.
it’s comin’ straight from the heart
I see you on the street some other time,
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Summer of ‘69
Bryan Adams

I got my first real six-string
Bought it at a five-and-dime
Played it til my fingers bled
It was the summer of 69
Me and some guys from school
had a band and we tried real hard
Jimmy quit and Jody got married
I shoulda known we’d never get far
Chorus:
Oh when I look back now
that summer seemed to last forever
Oh and if I had a choice
Yeah I’d always wanna be there
Those were the best days of my life/
Ain’t no use in complainin’
when you got a job to do

Spent my evenings down at the drive-in
and that’s where I met you
Chorus:
Standin on your mama’s porch
you told me that you’d wait forever
Oh and when you held my hand
I knew that it was now or never
Those were the best days of my life
back in the summer of ’69/
Man we were killing time
we were young and restless we needed to
unwind
I guess nothin’ can last forever— forever;
no
And now the times are changing
look at everything thats come and gone
Sometimes when I play that old
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six-string
I think about you wonder what went
wrong
Chorus:
Standin’ on your mama’s porch
you told me it would last forever
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California dreaming
The Mamas and the Papas

All the leaves are brown and the sky is
grey
I’ve been for a walk on a winter’s day
I’d be be safe and warm if I was in L.A.
California dreaming on such a winter’s
day
Stopped into a church I passes along the
way
Oh I got down on my knees and I
pretend to pray
You know the preacher likes the cold,
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Cecilia
Paul Simon

Cecilia, you’re breaking my heart,
you’re shaking my confidence daily.
Oh, Cecilia, I’m down on my knees;
I’m begging you please to come home.
Chorus:
Cecilia, you’re breaking my heart,
you’re shaking my confidence daily
Oh, Cecilia, I’m down on my knees;
I’m begging you please to come home.
Come on home/

oh the way you held my hand
I knew that it was now or never
Those were the best days of my life/
Back in the summer of ‘69

he knows I’m gonna stay
California dreaming on such a winter’s
day
All the leaves are brown and the sky is
grey
I’ve been for a walk on a winter’s day
If I didn’t tell her I could leave today
California dreaming
on such a winter’s day
on such a winter’s day
on such a winter’s day

Making love in the afternoon
with Cecilia up in my bedroom.
(Making love) I got up to wash my face,
when I come back to bed someone’s
taken my place.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Jubilation, she loves me again,
I fall on the floor and I’m laughing,
Jubilation, she loves me again,
I fall on the floor and I’m laughing
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Sylvia’s mother

To make her start crying and stay.”
And the operator says :“ Fourty cents
more, for the next three minutes.”

Dr.Hook

Sylvia’s mother says Sylvia’s busy, too
busy to come to the phone
· Repeat the chorus ·
Sylvia’s mother says Sylvia’s trying, to
start a new life off her one.
Sylvia’s mother says Sylvia’s hurrying,
Sylvia’s mother says “Sylvia’s happy. . .
she’s catching the nine’o’clock train.
So why don’t you leave her alone?”
Sylvia’s mother says:“Take your
And the operator says : “Fourty cents
umbrella, cause Sylvia it’s starting to
more, for the next three minutes.”
rain.”
Chorus:
And Sylvia’s mother says “Thank you for
Please Mrs. Avery, I’ve just got to talk to
calling. . .
her And so won’t you come back again.”
I’ll only keep her a while
And the operator says: “Fourty cents
Please Mrs. Avery, just want to tell her
more, for the next three minutes.”
Goodbye. . . /
· Repeat the chorus ·
Sylvia’s mother says Sylvia’s packing,
she’s going be leaving today.
Sylvia’s mother says Sylvia’s marrying, a
Tell her goodbye
fellow down Galveston-Way Please, tell her goodbye
Sylvia’s mother says “Please don’t say
Goodbye. . .
nothing. . .
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Vincent

They would not listen they did not know
how Perhaps they’ll listen now/

Don McLean

Starry starry night, flaming flowers that
Starry starry night, paint your palette
brightly blaze
blue and grey Swirling clouds in violet haze reflect in
Look out on a summer’s day with eyes
Vincent’s eyes of chine blue
that know the darkness in my soul Colors changing hue, morning fields of
Shadows on the hills, sketch the trees
amber grain
and the daffodills Weathered faces lined in pain are
Catch the breeeze and the winter chills,
soothed ’neath the artists’s loving hand
in colors on the snowy linen land
· Repeat the chorus ·
Chorus:
Now I understand what you tried to say
to me
How you suffered for you sanity How
you tried to set them free

For they could not love you, but still
your love was true
And when no hope was left in sight, on
that starry starry night
You took your life as lovers often do,
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But I could have told you, Vincent,
The silver thorn of bloody rose, lie
This world was never meant for one as
crushed and broken on the virgin snow
beautiful as you
Now I think I know what you tried to say
Stary, starry night, portraits hung in
to me
empty halls How you suffered for you sanity How
Frameless heads on nameless walls with
you tried to set them free
eyes that watch the world and can’t They would not listen they’re not
forget.
listening still
Like the stranger that you’ve met, the
Perhaps they never will
ragged man in ragged clothes
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Tequila sunrise
The Eagles

It’s another tequila sunrise
Starin’ slowly ’cross the sky, said

And I couldn’t keep from comin’ on, it’s
been so long
Oh and it’s a hollow feelin’
When it comes down to dealin’ friends, it
never ends

goodbye
He was just a hired hand
Workin on the dreams he planned to try,
the days go by

Take another shot of courage
Wonder why the right words never come,
you just get numb

Every night when the sun goes down
Just another lonely boy in town
And she’s out runnin’ round

It’s another tequila sunrise
This old world still looks the same,
another frame

She wasn’t just another woman
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El condor pasa
Paul Simon

I’d rather be a sparrow than a snail
Yes I would, if I could, I surely would
Hmm
I’d rather be a hammer than a nail
Yes I would, if I only could, I surely
would
Hmm

Away, I’d rather sail away
Like a swan that’s here and gone
A man gets tied up to the ground
He gives the world its saddest sound
Its saddest sound
I’d rather be a forest than a street
Yes I would, if I could, I surely would
I’d rather feel the earth beneath my feet
Yes I would, if I only could, I surely
would
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Can you feel the love
tonight

To the wild outdoors
When the heart of the star-crossed
voyager
Beats in time with yours

Elton John / Tim Rice

Chorus:
And can you feel the love tonight
It is where we are
It’s enough for this wide-eyed wanderer
That we’ve got this far /

There’s a calm surrender
To the rush of day
When the heat of the rolling world
Can be turned away
An enchanted moment
And it sees me through
It’s enough for this restless warrior
Just to be with you

And can you feel the love tonight
How it’s laid to rest
It’s enough to make kings and vagabonds
Believe the very best

There’s a time for everyone
If they only learn
That the twisting kaleidoscope
Moves us all in turn

· Repeat the chorus ·
It’s enough to make kings and vagabonds
Believe the very best

There’s a rhyme and reason
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Candle in the wind
Elton John

Goodbye Norma Jean, though I never
knew you at all
You had the grace to hold yourself while
those around you crawled They crawled
out of the woodwork and they whispered
into your brain
They sent you on a treadmill and they
made you change your name
Chorus:
And it seems to me you lived your life
Like a candle in the wind Never knowing
who to cling to when the rain set in
And I would have liked to’ve known you
but I was just a kid
Your candle burned out long before your
legend ever did/

Hollywood created a superstar and pain
was the price you paid
And even when you died, oh, the press
still hounded you
All the papers had to say was that
Marilyn was found in the nude
· Repeat the chorus ·
Goodbye Norma Jean, though I never
knew you at all
You had the grace to hold yourself while
those around you crawled
Goodbye Norma Jean, from a young man
in the twenty second row
Who sees you as something more than
sexual, more than just our Marilyn
Monroe

Loneliness was tough, the toughest role
you ever played
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· Repeat the chorus ·
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Can’t help falling in
love

Darling so it goes, some things are meant
to be /

Elvis A. Presley

Take my hand, take my whole life too
For I can’t help falling in love with you

Wise man say, only fools rush in
But I can’t help falling in love with you

· Repeat the chorus ·

Shall I stay, would it be a sin
If I can’t help falling in love with you

Take my hand, take my whole life too
For I can’t help falling in love with you
For I can’t help falling in love with you

Chorus:
Like a river flows surely to the sea
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Hero
Mariah Carey
· Instrumental interlude ·

Mmmm - mmmm
There’s a hero, if you look inside your
heart
You don’t have to be afraid of what you
are
There’s an answer, if you reach into your
soul
And the sorrow that you know will melt
away
Chorus:
And then a hero comes along, with the
strength to carry on
And you cast your fears aside, and you
know you can survive
So, when you feel like hope is gone, look
inside you and be strong
And you finally see the truth, that a hero
lies in you/

It’s a long road, and you face the world
alone
No one reaches out a hand for you to
hold
You can find love, search within yourself
And the emptiness you bear will
disappear
· Repeat the chorus ·
Ooh - ooh
Love knows - things are hard to follow
But don’t let anyone take that away
Hold on - there will be tomorrow
In time you find the way
· Repeat the chorus ·

That a hero lies in you
· Instrumental interlude ·
Mmm-mmm, that a hero lies in you
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Wonderful tonight

Chorus:
And I feel wonderful, because I see the
love-light
in
your
eyes
It’s late in the evening, she’s wondering
what clothes to then the wonder of it all is that you just
don’t realise how much
wear.
I
love
you./
She puts on her make-up, and brushes
her long blonde hair. It’s time to go home now, but I’ve got an
And then she asks me, do I look all right,
aching head
And I say yes, you look wonderful
So I give her the car keys and she helps
tonight
me to bed
Eric Clapton

We go to a party and everyone turns to
see
This beautiful lady that’s walking along
with me
And then she asked me: "Do you feel
alright?"
And I said: “Yes, I feel wonderful
tonight.”

And then I tell her, as I turn out the light
I say: "Darling, you are wonderful
tonight"
Oh my darling, you are wonderful
tonight
I’ll say, “My darlin’, you were wonderful
tonight”
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Ten thousand people, maybe more.
People talking without speaking,
People hearing without listening,
People writing songs that voices never
shared,
And no one dared
Disturb the sounds of silence.

Sounds of silence
Paul Simon

Hello darkness my old friend,
I’ve come to talk with you again.
Because a vision softly creeping
Left it’s seed while I was sleeping,
And the vision that was planted in my
brain
Still remains
Within the sounds of silence.
In restless dreams I walked alone,
Narrow streets of cobble stone.
’Neath the halo of a street lamp,
I turned my collar to the cold and damp,
When my eyes were stabbed by the flash
of a neon light
That split the night
And touched the sounds of silence.
And in the naked light I saw

“Fools!” said I, “you do not know,
Silence like a cancer grows.
Hear my words that I might teach you,
Take my arms that I might reach you.”
But my words like silent raindrops fell. . .
And echoed in the wells of silence.
And the people bowed and prayed
To the neon gods they made.
And the sign flashed out its warning,
In the words that it was forming,
And the sign said, “The words of the
prophets are
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written on the subway walls
And tenement halls.”

And whispered in the sounds of silence.
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Cause everybody hurts. To comfort in
your friends everybody hurts.

Everybody hurts
R.E.M.
· Instrumental interlude ·

Don’t throw your hand, ho-old on. Don’t
When the day is long, and the night, the
throw your hand.
night is yours alone.
If
you
feel
like
you’re
alone.
no, no, no,
And you’re sure you’ve had enough of
not alone.
this life to hang on.
Don’t let yourself go, cause everybody
If you’re on your own. Of this life, the
cries, and everybody hurts.
days and nights alone.
Sometimes, sometimes everything is
When you think you’ve had too much of
wrong.
this life, to hang on.
Now it’s time to sing along hold on,
For everybody hurts. For sometimes
when your day is night alone
everybody cries.
Everybody
hurts.
hold on. hold on.
Sometimes everybody hurts.
when you feel like let him go.
Sometimes, hold on, hold on, hold on,
hold on, hold on, hold on
You think you’ve had too much of this
life to hang on.
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More than words
Extreme

Sayin’ I love you is not the word I want to
hear from you
It’s not that I want you not to say but if
you only knew
How easy it would be to show me how
you feel
More than words is all you have to do to
make it real
Then you wouldn’t have to say that you
love me
’cause I’d already know
What would you do if my heart was torn
in two?
More than words to show you feel that
your love for me is real
What would you say if I took those words

away?
Then you couldnt make things new just
by sayin’ “I love you”
La di da da da da di da da di dai dai da
More than words La da da da di da
Now that I have tried to talk to you and
make you understand
All you have to do is close your eyes and
just reach out your hand
and touch me Hold me close don’t ever
let me go
More than words is all I ever needed you
to show
Then you wouldn’t have to say that you
love me
’cause I’d already know
What would you do if my heart was torn
in two?
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More than words to show you feel that
your love for me is real
What would you say if I took those words
away?
Then you couldnt make things new just
by sayin’ “I love you”
La di da da da da di da da di dai dai da
More than wordsLa di da da da da di da

da di dai dai da
More than wordsLa di da da da da di da
da di dai dai da
More than wordsLa di da da da da di da
da di dai dai da
More than words
More than words
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When it comes to being lucky she’s

The first cut is the
deepest
Cat Stevens

I would have given you all of my heart
But there’s someone who’s torn it apart
And she’s taken all that I had
But, if you want, I’ll try to love again
Baby I’ll try to love again but I know

cursed
When it comes to loving me she’s worse/
I still want you by my side
Just to help me dry the tears that I’ve
cried
And I’m sure gonna give you a try
And, if you want, I’ll try to love again
Baby I’ll try to love again but I know

Chorus:
The first cut is the deepest
Baby, I know, the first cut is the deepest
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· Repeat the chorus ·

Jamaica farewell
Lord Burgess

town./
Sounds of laughter everywhere,
And the dancing girls sway to and fro,
I must declare, my heart is there,
’Though I’ve been from Maine to Mexico.

Down the way, where the nights are gay,
And the sun shines daily on the
mountain top,
· Repeat the chorus ·
I took a trip on a sailing ship,
And when I reached Jamaica, I made a
stop. Down at the market, you can hear,
Ladies cry out while on their heads they
Chorus:
bear,
But I’m sad to say, I’m on my way,
Aki rice, swordfish are nice,
Won’t be back for many a day,
And the rum is fine any time of year.
My heart is down, my head is turning
· Repeat the chorus ·
around,
I had to leave a little girl in Kingston
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Heart of gold

I’d cross the ocean for a heart of gold,
I’ve been in my mind, it’s such a fine line
that keeps me searchin’ for a heart of
gold,
I wanna live, I wanna give,
And I’m gettin’ old,
I’ve been a miner for a heart of gold.
Keeps me searchin’ for a heart of gold,
It’s these expressions I never give
And I’m gettin’ old.
that keep me searchin’ for a heart of
Keep me searchin’ for a heart of gold,
gold,
You keep me searchin’ and I’m growin’
And I’m gettin’ old.
old.
Keep me searchin’ for a heart of gold,
Keep me searchin’ for a heart of gold,
And I’m gettin’ old.
I’ve been a miner for a heart of gold.
I’ve been to Hollywood, I’ve been to
Redwood,
Neil Young
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Help me make it
through the night
Kris Kristofferson

Take the ribbon from your hair
shake it loose and let it fall
layin’ soft against my skin
like the shadows on the wall
Come and lay down by my side
till the early morning light
all I’m taking is your time
help me make it through the night
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In the summertime
Mungo Jerry

I don’t care who’s right or wrong
I don’t try to understand
let the devil take tomorrow
Lord, tonight I need a friend
Yesterday is dead and gone
and tomorrow’s out of sight
and it’s sad to be alone
help me make it through the night
Lord, it’s sad to be alone,
help me make it through the night.

Have a drink, have a drive,
go out and see what you can find.

If her daddy’s rich, take her out for a
meal.
If
her
daddy’s
poor,
just
do
as
you
feel.
In the summertime when the weather is
high, Speed along the land,
do a ton, or a ton and twentyfive.
you can stretch right up and touch the
sky, When the sun goes down, you can make
it,
when the weather is fine,
make
it
good
in
a
lay-by.
you got women, you got women on your
mind. We’re not grey people, we’re not dirty,
· Instrumental interlude ·
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we’re not mean.
We love everybody, but we do as we
think.
When the weather is fine
we go fishing or go swimming in the sea.
We’re are always happy,
live’s for living, yeah, that’s our
philosophy.
Sing along with us, dee-dee-dee-dee-dee.
Da-da-da-da-da. . .
Yeah, we’re happy happy,
da-da-da-da-dah.
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Jealous guy
The Beatles

I was dreaming of the past
And my heart was beating fast
I began to lose control
I began to lose control
I didn’t mean to hurt you
I’m sorry that I made you cry
I didn’t mean to hurt you
I’m just a jealous guy
I was feeling insecure
You might not love me any more
I was shivering inside
I was shivering inside
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When the winter’s here, then it’s party
time.
Bring a bottle,
wear you’re bright clothes. It’ll soon be
summertime.
And we’ll sing again,
we”l go drivin’ or maybe we’ll settle
down.
If she’s rich, if she’s nice,
bring you’re friends and we’ll all go into
town.

I didn’t mean to hurt you
I’m sorry that I made you cry
I didn’t mean to hurt you
I’m just a jealous guy
I was trying to catch your eyes
Thought that you were trying to hide
I was swallowing my pain
I was swallowing my pain
I didn’t mean to hurt you
I’m sorry that I made you cry
I didn’t mean to hurt you
I’m just a jealous guy

Lady in black

She asked me name my foe then. I said
the need within some men
to fight and kill their brothers without
thought of men or god.
She came to me one morning, one lonely
Sunday morning, And I begged her give me horses to
trample down my enemies,
her long hair flowing in the mid-winter
wind. so eager was my passion to devour this
waste of life.
I know not how she found me, for in
darkness I was walking,
Ahahaaahaahah, ahahaaahahaha !
and destruction lay around me from a
fight I could not win.
But she would not think of battle that
Ahahaaahaahah, ahahaaahahaha !
reduces men to animals,
Uriah Heep
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so easy to begin and yet impossible to
Thus having spoke she turned away and
end.
though I found no words to say
For she the mother of all men had
I stood and watched until I saw her black
counciled me so wisely that
cloak disappear.
I feared to walk alone again and asked if
My labor is no easier, but now I know I’m
she would stay.
not alone.
I
find
new
heart
each
time
I
think
upon
Ahahaaahaahah, ahahaaahahaha !
that windy day.
“Oh lady lend your hand,” I cried, “Oh
And if one day she comes to you drink
let me rest here at your side.”
deeply
“Have faith and trust in me,” she said
from her words so wise.
and filled my heart with life. Take courage from her as your prize and
There is no strength in numbers. I’ve no
say hello for me.
such misconceptions.
Ahahaaahaahah, ahahaaahahaha !
But when you need me be assured I
won’t be far away.
Ahahaaahaahah, ahahaaahahaha !
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Living next door to
Alice

got to get used to
not living next door to Alice/

Smokie
Sally called when she got the word
She said I suppose you’ve heard - About
Alice
Well I rushed to the window, well I
looked outside
I could hardly believe my eyes, As a big
limousine
rolled up to Alices drive
Chorus:
I don’t know why she’s leaving or where
she’s gonna go
I guess she’s got her reasons but I just
don’t want to know
’Cos for twenty four years I’ve been
living next door to Alice
Twenty four years waiting for the chance
to tell her how I feel
And maybe get a second glance, now I’ve

We grew up together,two kids in the park
We carved our initials - deep into the
bark -Me and Alice
Now she walks through the door,her
head held high
Just for a moment I caught her eye - The
big limousine
Pulled out of Alices drive
· Repeat the chorus ·
Sally called back and asked how I felt
And she said-Hey, I know how to help get over Alice
She said Alice is gone, but I’m still here
You know I’ve been waiting for twenty
four years
And the big limousine Disappeared
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· Repeat the chorus ·
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Losing my religion
R.E.M.
· Instrumental interlude ·

Oh, life it’s bigger,
it’s bigger that you and you are not me
The lengths that I will go to,
the distance in your eyes
Oh no I’ve said too much,
I’ve said it all
That’s me in the corner,
that’s me in the spotlight,
losing my religion
Trying to keep up with you
and I don’t know if I can do it
Oh no I’ve said too much,
I haven’t said enough
I thought that I heard you laughing,
I thought that I heard you sing
I think I thought I saw you try
Every whisper of every waking hour
I’m choosing my confessions
Trying to keep an eye on you
Like a hurt lost and blinded foal, oh
Oh no I’ve said too much, I said it all
Consider this, consider this
a hint of the century,
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Love is all around

Consider this, a slip that brought me to
my knees, pale
What if all these fantasies come flailing
around
Now I’ve said too much
I thought that I heard you laughing,
I thought that I heard you sing
I think I thought I saw you try
But That was just a dream
That was just a dream
That’s me in the corner,
that’s me in the spotlight,
losing my religion
Trying to keep up with you
and I don’t know if I can do it
Oh no I’ve said too much,
I haven’t said enough
I thought that I heard you laughing,
I thought that I heard you sing
I think I thought I saw you try
But That was just a dream
Try, cry, fly, and try
That was just a dream
Just a dream
Just a dream
Dream

come on and let it show

Wet Wet Wet

· Instrumental interlude ·

· Instrumental interlude ·

Chorus:
You know I love you I always will
My mind’s made up by the way that I feel
There’s no beginning, there’ll be no end
’Cause on my love you can depend/

I feel it in my fingers,
I feel it in my toes
Love is all around me
and so the feeling grows
It’s written on the wind,
it’s everywhere I go
So if you really love me,

· Instrumental interlude ·
I see your face before me,
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as I lay on my bed
I kinda get to thinking
of all the things we said
You gave a promise to me,
and I gave mine to you
I need someone beside me
in everything I do

It’s written on the wind,
it’s everywhere I go
So if you really love me,
come on and let it show
Come on and let it show
come on and let it show
Come on and let it show

· Repeat the chorus ·
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Love me tender

· Repeat the chorus ·

Elvis Presley
Love me tender, love me sweet
Never let me go
You have made my life complete
And I love you so.
Chorus:
Love me tender, love me true
All my dreams ful-fill
For my darlin’ I love you
And I always will/

Love me tender, love me dear;
Tell me you are mine.
I’ll be yours through all the years,
Till the end of time.
· Repeat the chorus ·
When at last my dreams comes true,
Darling, this I know:
Happiness will follow you
Everywhere you go.

Love me tender, love me long;
Take me to your heart.
For it’s there that I belong,
And we’ll never part.
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Luka
Suzanne Vega

My name is Luka
I live on the second floor
I live upstairs from you
Yes I think you’ve seen me before
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· Repeat the chorus ·

If you hear something late at night
Some kind of trouble, some kind of fight
Just don’t ask me what it was
Just don’t ask me what it was
Just don’t ask me what it was

Sweet home Alabama
Lynyrd Skynyrd

Big wheels keep on turning
Carry me home to see my kin.
Singing songs about the southland
I miss’ole’ ’bamy once again (and I think

it’s a sin)
Well, I heard Mister Young sing about
her
Well, I heard ole Neil put her down.
Well, I hope Neil Young will remember,
A southern man don’t need him around
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anyhow
Chorus:
Sweet home Alabama,
Where the skies are so blue,
Sweet home Alabama,
Lord, I’m coming home to you./

· Repeat the chorus ·
Now Muscle Shoals has got the

Swampers
And they’ve been known to pick a tune
or two
Lord they get me off so much
In Birmingham they love the Gov’nor
They pick me up when I’m feeling blue
Boo hoo hoo !
Now how about you?
Now we all did what we could do.
Now Watergate does not bother me.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Does your conscience bother you? (tell
the truth)
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Man on the moon

If you believe there’s nothing up their
sleeve and nothing is cruel/

R.E.M.
Mott the Hoople and the game of Life,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Andy Kaufman in the wrestling match,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Monopoly, 21, checkers, and chess, yeah,
yeah, yeah, yeah
Mr. Fred Blasy, and the breakfast mess,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Let’s play Twister, let’s play Risk, yeah,
yeah, yeah, yeah
I’ll see you heaven if you make the list,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah

Moses went walking with a staff of wood,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Newton got beaned by the apple good,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Egypt was troubled by the horrible asp,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Mr. Charles Darwin had the gall to ask,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
· Repeat the chorus ·

Here’s a little agit for the never believer,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Chorus:
Here’s a little ghost for the offering, yeah,
Now Andy did you hear about this one,
yeah, yeah, yeah
tell me are you locked in the punch
Here’s a truck stop instead of St. Peter’s,
Andy are you goofing on Elvis, hey baby,
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
are we loosin’ touch Mr. Andy Kaufman’s gone wrestling,
If you believe they put a man on the
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
moon, man on the moon
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To be with you
Mr. Big

Hold on little girl. Show me what he’s
done to you.
Stand up little girl. A broken heart can’t
be that bad.
When it’s through, it’s through. Fate will
twist the both of you.
So come on baby, come on over. Let me
be the one to show you.
Chorus:
I’m the one who wants to be with you
Deep inside I hope you’ll feel it too.
Waited on a line of greens and blues
just to be the next to be with you./

Wake up! Who cares about little boys
that talk to much?
I seen it all go down. Your game of love
was all rained out.
So come on baby, come on over. Let me
be the one to hold you.
· Repeat the chorus ·
Why be alone when we can be together
baby?
You can make my life worthwhile. I can
make you start to smile.
I’m the one who wants to be with you.
Deep inside I hope you’ll feel it too.
Waited on a line of greens and blues
just to be the next to be with you.
· Repeat the chorus ·

Build up your confidence so you can be
on top for once.
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It must have been
love

But in and outside I’ve turned to water
like a teardrop in your palm
And its hard, winter’s day, I dream away

Roxette
Lay a whisper on my pillow,
leave a winter on the ground
I wake up lonely, there’s air of silence
in the bedroom and all around
Touch me now, I close my eyes and
dream away

It must have been love, but its over now
It was all I wanted, now I’m living
without
It must have been love but its over now
Its where the water flows, its where the
wind blows

It must have been love, but its over now
It must have been good, but I lost it
somehow
It must have been love but its over now
from the moment we touched till the
time had run out

It must have been love but its over now
It must have been good, but I lost it
somehow
It must have been love, but its over now,
from the moment we touched
till the time had run out. Yeah it must
have been love .. repeat and fade

Make believing, we’re together
that I’m sheltered by hour heart
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Still haven’t found
what I’m looking for

It burned like fire
This burning desire
I have spoke with the tongue of angels
I have held the hand of a devil
It was warm in the night
I was cold as a stone

U2
I have climbed the highest mountains
I have run through the fields
Only to be with you
Only to be with you

· Repeat the chorus ·
I believe in the Kingdom Come
Then all the colors will bleed into one
But yes I’m still running.
You broke the bonds
You loosened the chains
You carried the cross
And my shame
And my shame
You know I believed it

I have run I have crawled
I have scaled these city walls
these city walls
Only to be with you
Chorus:
But I still haven’t found
What I’m looking for
But I still haven’t found
What I’m looking for/

· Repeat the chorus ·

I have kissed honey lips
Felt the healing in her fingertips
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Only you

Only you can make this change in me
for it’s true you are my des-ti-ny
When you hold my hand, I understand
the magic that you do
You’re my dream come true

The Platters

Only you can make this world seem right
Only you can make the dark-ness bright
On-ly you and you a-lone, can thrill me
My one and only
like you do, You
and fill my heart with love for only you
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Puff the magic dragon
Peter, Paul and Mary

Puff the magic dragon lived by the sea,
And frolicked in the autumn mist
in a land called Honah Lee,
Little Jackie Paper loved that rascal Puff,
And brought him strings and sealing
wax.

and other fancy stuff.Oh!
Chorus:
Puff the magic dragon
lived by the sea,
And frolicked in the autumn mist
in a land called Honah Lee,
Puff the magic dragon
lived by the sea,
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And frolicked in the autumn mist
in a land called Honah Lee./
Together they would travel on a boat
with billowed sail,
Jackie kept a lookout perched
on Puff’s gigantic tale,
-Noble kings and princes would bow
when-e’er they came.
-Pirate ships would low’r their flag
when Puff roared out his name. Oh!
· Repeat the chorus ·
A dragon lives forever, but not so little
boys,
Painted wings and giant rings
make way for other toys.
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Wish you were here
Pink Floyd

So, so ya think you can tell
heaven from hell,
blue skies from pain,
can you tell a green field
from a cold steel rail?
A smile from a veil?
Do ya think ya can tell?
Did they get you to trade,
your hero’s for ghosts,
hot ashes for trees
Hot air for a cool breeze,
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Proud Mary
Creedence Clearwater Revival
· Instrumental interlude ·

Left a good job in the city,
workin for the man every night and day
and I never lost one minute of sleepin’,

-One grey night it happened, Jackie
Paper came no more
And Puff the mighty dragonHe ceased his fearless roar. Oh!
· Repeat the chorus ·
His head was bent in sorrow, green scales
fell like rain,
Puff no longer went to play
along the cherry lane.
Without his life-long friend -Puff could
not be brave
So Puff that mighty dragon sadly
slipped into his cave. Oh!
· Repeat the chorus ·

cold comfort for change,
did you exchange,
a walk on part in the war,
for a lead role in a cage?
How I wish, how I wish you were here,
We’re just two lost soles swimming in a
fish bowl,
Year after year, Running over the same
old ground,
but have we found
the same old fears,
Wish you were here

worryin’ ’bout the way things might have
been.
Big wheel a-keep on turnin’
Proud Mary keep on burnin’,
Rollin’, rollin’, rollin’ on the river.
Cleaned a lot of plates in Memphis,
pumped a lot of pain down in New
Orleans,
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But I never saw the good side of the city,
till I hitched a ride on a river boat queen.
Big wheel a-keep on turnin,
Proud Mary keep on burnin,
rollin, rollin, rollin on the river.
· Instrumental interlude ·
Rollin, rollin, rollin on the river.

bet you’re gonna find some people who
live,
you don’t have to worry, cause you have
no money,
people on the river are happy to give.
Big wheel keep on turnin,
Proud Mary keep on burnin,
rollin, rollin, rollin on the river.

if you come down to the river,
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Killing me softly
with his song
The Fugees

Chorus:
Strumming my pain with his fingers,
Singing my life with his words
Killing me softly with his song,
killing me softly with his song
Telling my whole life with his words,
killing me softly with his song/
I heard he sang a good song,
I heard he had a style
And so I came to see him,
to listen for a while
And there he was this young boy,
a stranger to my eyes
· Repeat the chorus ·
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Sailing
Graham Sutherland

I am sailing, I am sailing
home again ’cross the sea
I am sailing stormy waters
to be near you, to be free
I am flying, I am flying
like a bird ’cross the sky
I am flying, passing high clouds,
to be with you, to be free

I felt all flushed with fever,
embarassed by the crowd
I felt he found my letters
and read each one out loud
I prayed that he would finish,
but he just kept right on
· Repeat the chorus ·
He sang as if he knew me,
in all my dark despair
And then he looked right through me
as if I wasn’t there
But he was there this stranger,
singing clear and strong
· Repeat the chorus ·

Can you hear me, can you hear me
through the dark night, far away
I am dying, forever trying
to be with you, who can say
Can you hear me, can you hear me
through the dark night, far away
I am dying, forever trying
to be with you, who can say
We are sailing, we are sailing
home again ’cross the sea
We are sailing stormy waters
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to be near you, to be free

Oh, Lord, to be free

Oh, Lord, to be near you, to be free
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Ruby Tuesday

free

Rolling Stones
She would never say where she came
from
Yesterday don’t matter if it’s gone
While the sun is bright
Or in the darkest night
No one knows she comes and goes
Chorus:
Goodbye Ruby Tuesday
Who could hang a name on you
When you change with ev’ry new day
Still I’m gonna miss you/

She’ll tell you it’s the only way to be
She just can can’t be chained
To a life where nothing’s gained
And nothing’s lost at such a cost
· Repeat the chorus ·
There’s no time to loose I heard her say
Cash your dream before they slip away
Dying all the time
Lose your dreams and you
will loose your mind ain’t life unkind
· Repeat the chorus ·

Don’t question why she needs to be so
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Wind of change

Distant memories
Are buried in the past forever
I follow the Moskva
Down to Gorky Park
Listening to the wind of change

Scorpions
I follow the Moskva
Down to Gorky Park
Listening to the wind of change
An August summer night
Soldiers passing by
Listening to the wind of change

Take me to the magic of the moment
On a glory night
Where the children of tomorrow share
their dreams

The world is closing in
Did you ever think
That we could be so close, like brothers
The future’s in the air
I can feel it everywhere
Blowing with the wind of change

With you and me
Take me to the magic of the moment
On a glory night
Where the children of tomorrow dream
away
In the wind of change

Take me to the magic of the moment
On a glory night
Where the children of tomorrow dream
away
In the wind of change
Walking down the street

The wind of change
Blows straight into the face of time
Like a stormwind that will ring the
freedom bell
For peace of mind
Let your balalaika sing
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What my guitar want to say
Take me to the magic of the moment
On a glory night
Where the children of tomorrow share
their dreams
With you and me
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You got it
Travelling Wilburys

Every time I look into your loving eyes
I see a love that money just can’t buy
One look from you I drift away
I pray that you are here to stay

Take me to the magic of the moment
On a glory night
Where the children of tomorrow dream
away
In the wind of change

No one can do the things you do
Anything you want you got it.
Anything you need you got it.
Anything at all you got it, baby
Anything you want you got it
Anything you need you got it
Anything at all

Every time I hold you I begin to
understand
Glad to give my love to you
Everything about you tells me I’m you
man I know you feel the way I do
I live my life to be with you
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Runaway train
Soul Asylum

Call you up in the middle of the night
Like a fire without a light
You were like a blow torch burning
I was a key that could use a little turning
So tired that I couldn’t even sleep
So many secrets I couldn’t keep
Promised myself I wouldn’t weep
One more promise I couldn’t keep
It seems no one can help me now
I’m in too deep
There’s no way out
This time I have really led myself astray

Can you help me remember how to smile
Make it all somehow seem worthwhile
How on earth did I get so jaded?
Life’s mystery seems so faded
I can go where no one else can go
I know what no one else knows
Here I am just drownin’ in the rain
With a ticket for a runaway train
Everything is cut and dry
Day and night earth and sky
Somehow I just dont believe it
Runaway train never going back
Wrong way on a one way track
Seems like I should be getting
somewhere
Somehow I’m neither here nor there

Runaway train never going back
Wrong way on a one way track
· Instrumental interlude ·
Seems like I should be getting
somewhere Bought a ticket for a runaway train
Somehow I’m neither here nor there
Like a madman laughing at the rain
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A little out of touch a little insane
Its just easier than dealing with the pain
Runaway train never going back
(Runaway train)
Wrong way on a one way track
Seems like I should be getting
somewhere
Somehow I’m neither here nor there
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Back for good
Take That
· Instrumental interlude ·

I guess, now it’s time,
for me to give up,
I feel it’s time,
Got a picture of you beside me,
Got your lipstick marks still
on your coffee cup,
Oh yeah, Got a fist of your emotion,
Got a head of shattered dreams,
Gotta leave it, gotta leave it all behind
now
Chorus:
Whatever I said, whatever I did,
I didn’t mean it,
I just want you back for good,
(want you back, want you back,
want you back for good),
Whenever I’m wrong,
just tell me the song and I’ll sing it,
You’ll be right and understood,
(want you back, want you back)
I want you back for good /
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Shape of you
Ed Sheeran
· Instrumental interlude ·

The club isn’t the best place to find a

Runaway train never coming back
(Runaway train)
Runaway train tearing up the track
(Runaway train)
Runaway train burning in my veins
(Runaway train)
Runaway but it always seems the same.

Unaware but underline,
I figured out the story (no no),
It wasn’t good (no no),
But in a corner of my mind
(corner of my mind),
I celebrated glory,
But that was not to be,
In the twist of separation,
you excelled at being free,
Can’t you find (can’t you find)
A little room inside for me
· Repeat the chorus ·
And we’ll be together,
this time it’s for ever,
You can’t fight it,
and forever we will be,
So complete in our love,
We will never be uncommon again
· Repeat the chorus ·
I guess it’s time,
that you came back for good.

lover so the bar is where I go
Me and my friends at the table doing
shots, drinking fast and then we talk
slow
Come over and start up a conversation
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with just me and trust me I’ll give it a Every day discovering something brand
chance now
new
Take my hand, stop! Put Van the man on I’m in love with the shape of you/
the jukebox and then we start to dance
One week in we let the story begin
and now I’m singing like
We’re going out on our first date
But you and me are thrifty so go all you
Girl, you know I want your love
can eat
Your love was handmade for somebody
Fill up your bag and I fill up a plate
like me
We talk for hours and hours about the
Come on now, follow my lead
sweet and the sour
I may be crazy, don’t mind me, say
And how your family is doin’ okay
Boy, let’s not talk too much
And leave and get in a taxi, we kiss in the
Grab on my waist and put that body on
backseat
me
Tell the driver make the radio play, and
Come on now, follow my lead
I’m singing like
Come–come on now, follow my lead
Girl, you know I want your love
Your love was handmade for somebody
Chorus:
like me
I’m in love with the shape of you
Come on now, follow my lead
We push and pull like a magnet do
I may be crazy, don’t mind me, say
Although my heart is falling too
Boy, let’s not talk too much
I’m in love with your body
Grab on my waist and put that body on
And last night you were in my room
me
And now my bedsheets smell like you
Come on now, follow my lead
Every day discovering something brand
ComeâĂŤcome on now, follow my lead
new
Well I’m in love with your body
· Repeat the chorus ·
(Oh I) I’m in love with your body
· Repeat the chorus ·
(Oh I) I’m in love with your body
(Oh I) I’m in love with your body
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Thinking out loud
Ed Sheeran

When your legs don’t work like they
used to before
And I can’t sweep you off of your feet
Will your mouth still remember the
taste of my love
Will your eyes still smile from your
cheeks
And darling I will be loving you till we’re
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And baby my heart could still fall as
hard at 23
And I’m thinking bout how
People fall in love in mysterious ways
Maybe just the touch of hand
Well me I fall in love with you every
single day
And I just wanna tell you I am
So honey now..
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Chorus:
Take me into your loving arms
Kiss me under the light of a thousand
stars
Place your head on my beating heart
I’m thinking out loud/

People fall in love in mysterious ways
And maybe it’s all part of plan
Well I’ll just keep on making the same
mistake
Hoping that you’ll understand
That baby now. . .

And maybe we found love right where
we are

· Repeat the chorus ·

And when my hair’s all but gone and my
memory fades
And the crowds don’t remember my
name
When my hands don’t play the strings
the same way
I know you will still love me the same
Cause honey your soul could never grow
old it’s evergreen
And baby your smile’s forever in my
mind and memory
And I’m thinking bout how
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Meunier, tu dors

Meunier, tu dors,
Ton moulin, ton moulin
Va trop vite,
Meunier, tu dors,
Ton moulin, ton moulin
Va trop fort.
Ton moulin, ton moulin
Va trop vite,
Ton moulin, ton moulin
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Alouette

Chorus:
Alouette, gentille alouette,
Alouette, je te plumerai./
Je te plumerai la tête.
Je te plumerai la tête.

· Instrumental interlude ·
That baby we found love right where we
are
· Instrumental interlude ·
· Repeat the chorus ·
That maybe we found love right where
we are
Baby we found love right where we are
And we found love right where we are

Va trop fort.
Ton moulin, ton moulin
Va trop vite,
Ton moulin, ton moulin
Va trop fort.
Meunier, tu dors,
Et le vent souffle, souffle
Meunier tu dors,
Et le vent souffle fort

Et la tête!
Et la tête!
Alouette!
Alouette!
Ah!
· Repeat the chorus ·
Je te plumerai le bec.
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Je te plumerai le bec.
Et le bec.
Et le bec.
Et la tête!
Et la tête!
Alouette!

Alouette!
Ah!
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Let’s say good night to them

· Repeat the chorus ·
(and so on with: la tête, le bec, les yeux, le
cou, les ailes, les pattes, la queue, le dos)

It’s time to say
goodnight

Here go our friends from

It’s time to say good night

We hope that they’ll sleep well

The stars are shining bright

We all say “

Am tomorrow we’ll meet our friends
again

And tomorrow we’ll meet again.

to our friends from. . .
Belgium
Brasil
Costa Rica
Denmark
Egypt
France
Israel
Italy
Norway
Poland
Russia
Spain
Sweden
United States

” to them

we all say. . .
bonne nuit, slaap lekker
boa noite, durma bem
buenas noches, pura vida
god nat, sov godt
eammta msa’a num jayidaan
bonne nuit, dors bien
layla tov
buona notte, sonno stretto
god natt, sov godt
dobranoc, spać ciasno
spokoynoy nochi, spi krepko
buenas noches, que descansen
god natt, sov godt
good night, sleep tight
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Can you feel the love tonight, 53
Let it go, 18
Don McLean
American pie, 44
Vincent, 51
Don’t cry, 33
Don’t know why, 23
Don’t stop believing, 19
Dr.Hook
Sylvia’s mother, 51
Eagle-Eye Cherry
Save tonight, 12
Easybeats
Friday in my mind, 40
Ed Sheeran
Shape of you, 70
Thinking out loud, 71
El condor pasa, 52
Elton John
Candle in the wind, 53
Elton John / Tim Rice
Can you feel the love tonight, 53
Elvis A. Presley
Can’t help falling in love, 54
Elvis Presley
Are you lonesome tonight, 46
Love me tender, 62
Eric Clapton
Tears in heaven, 13
Wonderful tonight, 55
Europe
Open your heart, 39
The final countdown, 39
Eurythmics
Here comes the rain again, 40
Everybody hurts, 56
Extreme
More than words, 56
Eye of the tiger, 38
Father and son, 2

Fernando, 30
Fight for your right, 37
Forever young, 32
Friday in my mind, 40
Fun
We are young, 14
Good riddance, 3
Graham Sutherland
Sailing, 67
Green day
Good riddance, 3
Hallelujah, 3
Heal the world, 4
Hear me out, 26
Heart of gold, 58
Help me make it through the night, 58
Here comes the rain again, 40
Here comes the sun, 5
Hero, 54
Hey Jude, 6
Hey there Delilah, 6
Ho Hey, 7
Hotel California, 8
House of the rising sun, 35
I believe I can fly, 18
I don’t want to miss a thing, 9
I need you, 32
I started a joke, 37
I was here, 27
I’ll keep you satisfied, 43
I’m yours, 9
Imagine, 10
In the summertime, 58
Irma
Hear me out, 26
It must have been love, 64
It’s a small world, 28
It’s time to say goodnight, 73
Jamaica farewell, 57
Jason Mraz
I’m yours, 9
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Jealous guy, 59
Jessie J
Pricetag, 22
John Denver
Leaving on a jetplane, 11
Take me home, country roads, 20
Johnny Cash
My sunshine, 18
Journey
Don’t stop believing, 19
Judy Garland
Somewhere over the rainbow, 23
Keane
Somewhere only we know, 24
Killing me softly with his song, 67
Knocking on heaven’s door, 48
Kris Kristofferson
Help me make it through the night,
58
Kristen Anderson-Lopez & Robert Lopez
Let it go, 18
Lady in black, 59
Leaving on a jetplane, 11
Led Zeppelin
Stairway to heaven, 41
Leonard Cohen
Hallelujah, 3
Let it be, 11
Let it go, 18
Light my fire, 40
Lingering, 12
Lisa Ekdahl
Vem vet, 26
Living next door to Alice, 60
Lord Burgess
Jamaica farewell, 57
Losing my religion, 61
Louis Armstrong
We have all the time in the world, 33
What a wonderful world, 14
Love is all around, 61
Love me tender, 62

Lucy in the sky with diamonds, 47
Luka, 62
Lynyrd Skynyrd
Sweet home Alabama, 62
Mamma mia, 30
Man on the moon, 63
Mariah Carey
Hero, 54
Meunier, tu dors, 72
Michael Jackson
Heal the world, 4
Mika
Relax, take it easy, 24
Monty Python
Always look on the bright side of
life, 43
More than words, 56
Mr. Big
To be with you, 64
Mungo Jerry
In the summertime, 58
My sunshine, 18
My way, 34
Neil Young
Heart of gold, 58
Norah Jones
Don’t know why, 23
Oasis
Wonderwall, 15
Only you, 65
Open your heart, 39
Paul Anka
My way, 34
Paul McCartney
Yesterday, 16
Paul Simon
Bridge over troubled water, 48
Cecilia, 50
El condor pasa, 52
Sounds of silence, 55
Peter, Paul and Mary
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Puff the magic dragon, 65
Pink Floyd
Another brick in the wall, 46
Wish you were here, 66
Plain White T’s
Hey there Delilah, 6
Pricetag, 22
Proud Mary, 66
Puff the magic dragon, 65
Quirino Mendoza y Cortés
Cielito lindo, 28
R. Kelly
I believe I can fly, 18
R.E.M.
Everybody hurts, 56
Losing my religion, 61
Man on the moon, 63
Redemption song, 25
Relax, take it easy, 24
Rolling Stones
Angie, 45
Ruby Tuesday, 68
Roxette
It must have been love, 64
Ruby Tuesday, 68
Runaway train, 69
Sailing, 67
Save tonight, 12
Scorpions
Wind of change, 68
Shape of you, 70
Sherman Brothers
It’s a small world, 28
Smokie
Living next door to Alice, 60
Someone like you, 21
Somewhere only we know, 24
Somewhere over the rainbow, 23
Soul Asylum
Runaway train, 69
Sounds of silence, 55

Stairway to heaven, 41
Stand by me, 13
Stayin alive, 38
Still haven’t found what I’m looking for,
65
Straight from the heart, 49
Summer of ‘69, 49
Survivor
Eye of the tiger, 38
Suzanne Vega
Luka, 62
Sweet home Alabama, 62
Sweet honey, 36
Sylvia’s mother, 51
Take a chance on me, 31
Take me home, country roads, 20
Take That
Back for good, 70
Tears in heaven, 13
Tequila sunrise, 52
The Animals
House of the rising sun, 35
The Beatles
All my loving, 1
Here comes the sun, 5
Hey Jude, 6
Imagine, 10
Jealous guy, 59
Let it be, 11
Lucy in the sky with diamonds, 47
Yellow submarine, 16
The Doors
Light my fire, 40
The Eagles
Tequila sunrise, 52
The Eagles (Felder, Henley & Frey)
Hotel California, 8
The final countdown, 39
The first cut is the deepest, 57
The Fugees
Killing me softly with his song, 67
The lazy song, 20
The Lumineers
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Ho Hey, 7
The Mamas and the Papas
California dreaming, 50
The Platters
Only you, 65
The rose, 47
The Temptations
Stand by me, 13
The Who
Behind blue eyes, 42
Who are you, 42
Then I kissed her, 36
Thinking out loud, 71
Three little birds, 25
To be with you, 64
Tori Amos
Crucify, 34
Tracy Chapman
Baby can I hold you, 46
Travelling Wilburys
You got it, 69

Yesterday, 16
You got it, 69
You’ve got a friend, 16

U2
Still haven’t found what I’m looking
for, 65
Uriah Heep
Lady in black, 59
Vem vet, 26
Vincent, 51
Walk like an Egyptian, 35
We are young, 14
We have all the time in the world, 33
Wet Wet Wet
Love is all around, 61
What a wonderful world, 14
What’s up?, 28
Who are you, 42
Wind of change, 68
Wish you were here, 66
Wonderful tonight, 55
Wonderwall, 15
Yellow submarine, 16
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